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Final Constructions of Biblical Hebrew
HINCKLEY G. MITCHELL
Tt1JI'T8 COLLBGB

Prerace.-The construction without a connective.-The construction with
construction with ·~ -The construction with P11' •Q. -The
construction with,,~ (-t').-The construction with ~.-The construction
with ·~~~.-The construction with :19~.-The construction with 1Q.-The
construction with lt--The construction with 1PO~.-The constroction
'1.-The

with~

T

HE subject of this study was suggested by the distinguished
scholar, Professor Franz Delitzsch. The result was a
dissertation presented to the Philosophical Faculty at Leipzig,
a part of which was printed privately under the title "Some
Final Co-nstructions of Biblical Hebrew" in 1879. This brochure has been cited now and then, but no one, with the
exception of Professor Eduard K6nig1, seems to have given it
serious consideration.
It was due to Konig, in part, that a complete edition was
undertaken; for it was he who, by calling attention to the
incompleteness of the first, made the author feel that he owed
it to himself to produce the chapters on constructions which
he was apparently supposed to have overlooked or ignored.
The impulse thus given, however, was strengthened by the
advice of American friends who, after examining the original
manuscript, advised the publication of it in its entirety.
The whole has been carefully rewritten, every statement
tested, and all the notes verified. In some places the outline
a Bglttaa;, § 896a, and elsewhere.
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has been more fully developed, and new notes ha.Te been added
to, or substituted for, the old ones.
The a.im has always been, more clearly to define and more
fully to illustrate the constructions disCUSBed , and thus to
prepare the way for a more satisfactory interpretation of the
Hebrew Scriptures.
The construction without a connective
The simplest and easiest way to indicate a dependence o£ a
word or clause on another ia tha.t in which the two are placed
in immediate juxtaposition without a connective. It ia th~
fore probably the most primitive, and it must have been a
very frequent arrangement in the early history of the Hebrew
language.2 There are many instances of it in the Old Testament, especially in poetry. In such cases it would be too much
to say that anything definite ia e:qressed. At most there ia
suggested a relation the nature of which the reader ia expected
to be intelligent enough to be able to understand; but this
challenge to the imagination ia so effective that the very
inoompleteneu of the expression sometimes produces greatAlr
vividness than would result from the use of the proper
connective.
When two clauses are thus aSBociated the verb of the second
ia oftenest in the imperfect, but the imperative also occun. In
both cases there ia sometimes difficulty in determining just
what ia the relation tha.t the writer intended to suggest, the
imperfect as well as the imperative being capable of more
than one interpretation. Thus, for example, there ia room for
doubt whether the imperfect in Isa. 41 1, or the imperative in
ProT. 20 ts, denotes purpose or result. Ordinarily, however,
the context more or leu clearly indicates which ia intended.
The following examples of the final construction without a •
connective are arranged with reference not only to the form o£
the verb in the clause denoting a purpose itself, but also to the
character of the clause or sentence on which ia depends. The
succession may be:
1

1

2

KoDig,

s,n., § &9b.
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1. Perfect • • • . . Imperfect.
In Isa. 41 2 one may translate, that he may deliver
nations, &e. In Job 30 28 the imperfect takes the place of
an infinitive after tnp. See below. In Neh. 13 19 the purpose
is negative, that there might not enter, &e.3 ; also in Exod. 3928,
where the verb
is to be supplied. See 28 82.
2. Imperfect consecutive ...•• Imperfect.
On Job 16 8 see 30 28. In 2 Chr. 4 8 the imperfect is in a
parenthetical elanse explanato~ of one in which the purpose is
denoted by an infinitive with~. Add Isa. 41 7, rendered, that
it may not be moved.
3. Imperfect ...•• Imperfect.
Lev. 16 so, another explanatory clause after an infinitive
with~; Ps. 557 {8), where the second imperfect is a cohortative;
65 s {•) 88 11 {1o) 102 1•. On the last two see above, Job 30 28.
In Exod. 28 82 the purpose is negative. Comp. 39 28 above.
4. Imperfect • • . •• Imperative.
Ps. 110 2, rendered, that thou mayst rule, &e.'
5. Perfect consecutive . . ..• Imperfect.
Num. 35 u. See Eng. Vera., to be cities of refuge.
6. Imperative .•.•. Imperfect.
Exod. 18 19, rendered, that I may advise thee; Ps. 9 21 (2o)
34 12 (11) 51 18 (1•). 61 8 (7) 86 11, the parallel clause having
the infinitive with~~. 11819 (his) 11917, with which eomp. v.1";
Lam. 3 so. In Exod. 7 9 the dependent verb has the jussive
form, • in Ps. 39 5 (•) 7 and 119 1•5 the cohortative. In the
following the purpose is negative, with ~ instead of the JOOre
t18ual )1): Exod. 10 28 {jus8.); Judg. 13 •a, in many M.SS. and
U; Ps. 191• (18); Job 36 21 {juss.).
7. Imperative ••.•. Imperative.
Deut. 1 21 , where go up, occupy clearly means go up to

;-rn

a For rh 5 Heb. MSS. have

rD\ 1 and a few, both Heb. and Gr., have

rh .,.. or the equivalent.
· • 0 have the connective.
• On the main verb see 0.
• Sam. hu the coDD8CUve.
' Some :MSS. have the connective.
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occupy; 1 Sam. 20 ss; J er. 48 s; Hosea 10 12; Prov. iO ts.•
Here, perhaps, belong also certain idiomatic expressions in
which the leading verb is 1~:1, atp, or a. similar one. See
Gen. 37 14 44 4 &c.
8. Participle . . • • . Imperfect.
Isa.. 6 11 (bis). Comp. 1 Sam. 29 n, where the infinitive with
~ is used of a single act.

In the passages cited, when there is a second purpose, it
is regularly connected with the first by , conjunctive, but in
Ps. 11819 the connective is omitted. In Num. 36u the second
final clause has a. perfect consecutive, in Exod. 18 19 a. jussive,
in Ps. 66 7 (6) and 119 17 a cohortative, and in Isa. 41 2 and
Jer. 48 6 a. simple imperfect.
A simple imperfect is sometimes used in the second of two
final clauses, the first of wich has an infinitive with ~. In such
cases the second may be:
1. Substantially a repetition of the first, as in Lev. 16 so and
2 Chr. 46; or
2. Simply co1>rdina.te with it, as in J er. 4 17.
Note. In Syria.c the omission of the connective before a final
clause is comparatively frequent, and the perfect as well as the
imperfect and the imperative is used in this construction. See
Uhlemann, §§ 60, 6, b; 62, 2; 86, 4, d, {3.
construction with ,
.The conjunctionThe
, is not a. mere copulative. It was originally
a. demonstrative, and always retained more or less distinct
traces of this signification.• There is a. construction implying
purpose in which it is employed. Ewald is disposed to allow a
very frequent occurrence in this sense. He makes the assertion
that, "since the particle retains its successive force, a61 before
the imperfect may mean dajl nicht - damit nicht, whether
reference be had to the present or the future", and that
• The ven1. han a connective.
t Driver, § 122; BDB., p. 261 •.
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"l alone may mean daj - damit with the perfect consecutive".10
These assertions are expreBBly denied by B6ttcher, who insists
that , can properly be said to become equal to damit "only
before a jussive or an intentional (cohorta.tive) the. very nature
of which it is to denote volition or purpose". 11 Driver's statement is, "that the weak , is used with the imperfect-as a
jUBSive or cohorta.tive, if these exist in distinct forms, though
not exclusively even then- in order to express the design or
purpose of a preceding act" .11
The truth seems to be that l, by virtue of its demonstrative
force, calls attention to an intimate relation between the clauses
connected, but that the nature of the relation must be determined by a consideration of the clauses themselves, and
especially of the modes by which the states or acts involved
are presented. When the verb of the dependent clause is a
voluntative, that is, either a jussive, or a cohorta.tive, or an
imperative, the form, in itself, suggests purpose, especially if
the verb of the main clause, also, is a voluntative. When the
dependent verb has the form of a simple imperfect, as in the
case of the construction without the connective, there is sometimes difficulty in deciding on the precise relation of the
clauses. If the leading verb is a voluntative, this other is
usually influenced by it, so that it denotes, if not a pure
purpose, an intentional result. In the Pentateuch the simple
imperfect, in form, is often employed in a virtual command
and followed by another imperfect, or its equivalent, denoting
the end that the act or attitude commanded will serve. This is
the construction to which Ewald refers in the passage quoted,
and be seems to be perfectly cOrrect in his interpretation of it.
Indeed, the imperfect, in and of itself, without the influence
of a preceding voluntative, may, as has been shown, denote a
purpose. It is required only that the verb be essentially subordinate to that of the main clause, and that the agent presumably perceive this relation.
The final constructions in Hebrew diifer in the degree of
10 § 846a.
u § 979, 3. See also Konig, Bytt., § 364 o, p.
u § 60; comp. § 111.
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conftdence they permit concerning the fulfilment of a giTen
purpose. The one with ,, aa has been suggested, strictly speaking, denotes an intended result; that is, it presents the end of
the act or attitude described or recommended as something
whose attainment is not merely desired but more or lesa confidently expected.
In trr.nslating this construction it is usually best to use tbe
English conjunction that between the clauses. In so doing,
however, one must remember that the Hebrew did not so
clearly define the thought to be conveyed, but said, and intended
to say, for example, in Gen. 24 56, Dismiss me, and I will go
to my master. See Konig, Syn., § 36' p.
The construction with , is frequent in the Old Testamenl
The examples that have been noted follow, arranged, like those
without a connective, according to the forms of the verba in the
connected clauses:
1. Perfect •••.. Imperfect.
The number of examples under this and the next two heads
is naturally small, but there are enough to illustrate some of
the possibilities in these combinations.
In Dan. 8 12, rendered, that it may cast truth to the earth,
the dependent verb is a jussive. 11 In Is. 41 26, where there are
two final clauses, the first has a cohortative, in form, but the
second omits the ending. In Jer. 5 28, where the verb, omitted
in the Greek, is perhaps a gloss, and Lam. 1t9, the form does
not admit of modification.
9. Perfect . • . . . Perfect consecutive.
In Exod. 31 s the perfect of the main clause, since it conveys
a promise or assurance, is followed by the same construction aa
an imperfect. See GK, § 106, 3 (a).
3. Imperfect consecutive ..•.. Imperfect.
Iaa. 41 1; 9 Chr. 93 1e; in both of which the purpose is
negative.u
t1 By a alight change in the text, following t, one might read tMI
nth migltt be cc&~t to tM et~rtA, but (finally), &c. Comp• .Kittel.
" There are cues in which an imperfect seems to have the .ame
force with l co111eeutive u with l conjunctive. Thus, i Sam. 111 ia befi
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4. lmperCect •..•. ImperCect.
The use of the imperCect in final clauses after an imperCect
is sometimes due to the operation of the law for the succession
of the tenses, which requires that, when the perCect with l
consecutive would be in order, if the Terb is separated from
the connective by the negative or any emphatic word or words,
is must become a.n imperfect. In such cases its final force is
largely dependent on the connection. The imperCect, however,
ma.y, and often does, itself denote purpose, especially in the
volunta.tive forms, when it usually attaches itself immediately
to the connectiTe, thus ma.king more e'fident the writer's meaning. The analysis that follows will indicate how frequently the
imperfect is used after the imperfect to denote purpose, and
how varied is the usage with reference to the two in the Old
Testament.

a. When the purpose is affirmative;
(1) After a. command or a. request, the dependent Terb has:

(a.) The jussive form: Gen. 19 so, that my souZ may Uve.
(b) The cohorta.tive form, of which there are several examples:
Gen. 60 5; Exod. 3 18 4 18 6 s; 1 Sam. 27 5; 2 Sa.m. 18 19;
2 Kings 7 13; Isa. 6 19, where l is used in pa.ra.llelism with
l'C~; 41 2s; Jona.h 1 7; Da.n. 112; Neh. 52; 1 Chr. 13 u.
(c) A form unmodified, though capable of modification:
2 Sam. 19 ss; Isa. 66 5; Ps. 51 9 (7) (bis).
(d) An ambiguous form: Gen. 1 t 26 19 82 418• 16 ; Exod. 6 t;
Deut. 122 3 26; Josh. 7 a; Judg. 13 8; Isa.. 2 a 55 1; Jer. 40 t5;
Prov. 317; Job 2lt9; Dan. 112.
(2) After a. question implying desire the dependent Terb

haa:
(a) The jussi'fe form: 1 Kings 22 20 - 2 Chr. 18 19.
(b) The cohorta.tive form: Judg. 929; Amos 8 5 (bis).
trualated, fo tlmrog tM cltUdrM of .&tiMIIOII, and 1 Kings 1617, fo hilt~
BalllaA, because, if strictly rendered, the former anticipawa a result the
attai.Dment of which is yet to be deaon"bed and the latter one that ia
not to be attained. See 2 Sam. 19 1111; 1 Kings 15 u. In both cue• the
infinitive with ~ would be more correct and inteJligl"ble.
11 l'or
r., with t, WEII"M.

*"
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(e) An unmodified form: Exod. 9 1, if the punctuation is
correct.
(d) An ambiguous form: Deut. 30 12t5; 9 Sam.15 4; l.sa.19tt;
Jonah 1u; Job 11 &11 ; Lam. its.
(3) After an expression of deprecation the dependent verb
has the cohortative form: Gen. 188052; Judg. 689.
(4) After an expreasion of intention the dependent verb hu:
{a) The jussive form: 1 Sam. 18 21.
{b) An ambiguous form: Exod. 3 s 84 (s); 9 Chr. 98 23.
(5) After a simple declaration the dependent verb ia a
jussive: Lev. 96 48 17 ; 1 Kings 13 88 18 ; Ezek. 14 7; Ps. 9to(t}.
b. When the purpose is negative:
(1) After a command or
simple imperfect with a6:
Deut. 90 s (comp. vs. 5-7)
Ps. 83 5 (•); Est. 119; Neh.

a request the dependent verb is a
Exod. 30 20; Lev. 19 11 11 20 u;
25 s; 2 Sam. 14 u; Jer. lltt;
211.

(2) After a question implying desire the same construction is
found: Judg. 2117 (6). See Moore.
(3) After a prohibition or a refusal, with a6 or its equiralent,
the dependent verb is a simple imperfect, with the same nega·
tive particle: Gen. 14 28 (with CM); Num. 18 s s2; Deut. 1 n
17 11 18 16 24 15; 2 Sam. 2111; Isa. 112; Jer. 1121.
(4) After a refusal or an excuse, with ~ also, the dependent
verb is a simple imperfect and the negative a6: Lev.lOe 16s;
2 Sam. 13 25; J er. 25 6 37 20 38 24.
(5) After a simple declaration the usage is still the B&JDe:
Jer. 10•.
5. Imperfect ••••• Perfect conseeutiTe.
a. When the purpose is affirmative:
(1) After a command or a request: Gen. 43 a; Exod. 823 (fl)
•• For , r., with the vena., nm.
n Sam. hu a perfect oouecutive.
•• The vena. bave the equivaleal of the plural with \ oouecutin.
u For ~ &m. hu ~at.
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u (28) (comp. v. 25 [2e], with the infinitive) 10 2s; Deut. 2 28 (his)
16t819u 24sts; 2Sam.216; 1.Kingsl2; 1Cbr.22u.
(2) After a simple declaration: Gen. 24 7; Exod. 7 8;
1 Sam. 811 (his); Iaa. 60 t6; 2 Cbr. 12 8.
b. When the purpose is negative, after a. prohibition or a.
deprecation, the dependent verb is a perfect consecutive,
without a. negative: Num. 415 20; Ps. 143 7.
Many other passages, especia.lly with n"i"' in the final clause,
might have been cited under this (fifth) head.
6. Imperfect • . • . . Imperative.
The voluntative, in two of .its forms, in dependent clauses
denoting purpose, or, more exactly, intended result, is so familiar
a usage, that it ought not to surprise any one to find the
imperative sometimes taking the place of the jussive in such
a construction. It should, however, be noted, that, in these
cases, the imperfect of the main clause is as frequently as not .
connected with a preceding imperative, so that the combination
is virtua.lly that of the double imperative. See below. The
imperative is ··used in the dependent clause:
a. After an independent imperfect: Gen. 19 8; Exod. 18 22;
1 Sam. 12 11; 2 Sam. 21 a; Jer. 2 19j Ps. 110 2 10 128 s;
Ruth 411.
b. After an imperfect introduced by an imperative: Gen. 12 2
201 4518; Exod. 810; 1 Sam. 28 22; 1 Kings 112.

7. Perfect consecutive ....• Perfect consecutive.
Examples of this combination occur when, in a series of
perfects following an imperfect or an imperative, any two are
so related in thought that the connective may be rendered in
English by a final conjunction. The series is introduced:

a. By an imperfect: Gen. 41 ssr.; Exod. 18 21f. 23 11 25 28
(comp. v. 27) 28 ss 41 (comp. 30 so) 30 16 40 9 10 15j Lev. 16 1s
25 18 21; Num. 8 t4; Deut. 19 12 18 19; 1 Kings 1 2 8 so;
Ezek. 24 27; Ruth 2 16.
10

For nTI r., with .... , _
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b. By an imperative: Gen. 6 21 4:5 to; Exod. Sl5 s; Num. 35.
Many other examples might have been cited, some of which
have, in the dependent clause, rrn followed by the i.n.furitiTe

with~.

8. Perfect consecutive • • . •• Im.perCect.
The examples under this head are variations from the rule
illustrated in the preceding section. Those in which the series
is introduced:

a. By the imperfect, so fa.r as noted, have an imperfect in
the final clause through the intervention of a negative. Thua,
Exod. 30 12; Lev. 8 25 14 86 18 28 SIO 22; Num. 18 5 35u;
Deut. Sl2 s; Ezek. 34:22 4419. Of two cases in which the series
is introduced
b. By an imperative, one presents
(1) An affirmative purpose, J udg. 11 6; the other
(SI) A negative purpose, namely, Exod. 28 48. In one other
the series is introduced
c. By an infinitive absolute, the verb of the dependent clauae
being a jussive. So SI Kings 5 to.
9. Perfect consecutive • . . . . Imperative.
This combination is found 2 Kings 18 821 where the petted
consecutive follows an infinitive construct.

10. Imperative ..•.• PerCect consecutive.
The perfect consecutive, as has been shown, may denote a
purpose or an intended result after an imperCect, especially an
imperfect that coueys a command or a request. There are
instances, also, in which it is used after an imperative with a
similar force. Among them a.re Gen. 8 11, that they may be
fruitful 11 ; Exod. 8 12 (1s) 341 2; Num. 4t9 102; SI Sa.m. 941;
Jer. 4826; Ezek. SI02o; 1 Chr. 1512.
Other examples might have been cited, especially such u
have rrn in the final clause. In Gen. 47 28 the interjection..,,
takes the place of the imperative.
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11. Imperative . . ••• Imperfect.
The imperative does not often permit the use of the perfect consecutive in a final clause dependent on it. It usually
requires after it a construction indicating a livelier interest on
the part of the speaker in the result of the fulfilment of hia
command or request. A voluntative form, if available, is the
natural expreBSion for such an interest. Which of these forms
shall be employed, depends, in many cases, on the person in
which the verb must appear. If it is the first, and there is
nothing to prevent, the verb will naturally take the cohortative
ending; if the third, it will just as naturally be contracted to a
jussi ve. When this verb is in the second person it regularly
appears as an imperative, unless the purpose expreBBed is
negative, when the imperfect is employed.
a. When the verb of the dependent clause is in the first
person:

(1) The cohortative ending is added:

In the singular: Gen. 23 4 1s 24 56 27 4 7 25 29 21 (after M)
30 25 28 42 84 44 ~1 49 1; Exod. 24 12 33 s; Num. 9 8 22 19;
Deut. 3128 32 1; Judg. 11 87 16 28; 1 Sam. 12 1 1118 28 1;
2 Sam. 14 82 20 1s; 2 Kings 4 22 6 19; Isa. 49 2o; Jer. 17 14
8l1s; Ps. 39 u 4111 119 84 78 115 111 125 14&; Job 10 20 (J,{re)
13 1s; Ruth 4 4; 1 Chr. 21 2 {comp. 2 Sam 24 2); 2 Chr. 1 10
(after M). Add Ps. 69 15 (14), where the purpose is negative,
with~.
In the pl~: Gen. 19 s; Num. 1118; Judg. 11 89 18 lij
1 Sam. 11 s 1412 17 to; 2 Sam. 17 s; Isa. 1 18 41 22 11 28
51 28; Hoses. 6 1; Ps. 80 4 (8) 8 (7) 20 {19) 90 14; Lam. 6 21
@'e).
(2) The cohortative ending is wanting:
(a) On a final M verb:
In the singular: Jer. 17'14.
In the plural: Ps. 90 12.
u In this vene there are two e:umplea , but the second has been
to cOMe, fiat we mag hoto tMir
illlle.

transposed. Bead, or slaoiD "' tAingt
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(b) On a :final n verb:
In the singular: Gen. 24 14 49j 1 Kings 17 to; Hag. 1s;
1 Chr. 21 22. Add Num. llu, where the purpose is negatiTe,
with~In the plnral: Gen. 42 2 43 8 47 t9; Exod. 17 2; Amoe 4t;
Cant. 7 1.
(c) On a verb with a suffix:
In the singular: Gen. 24 u. 48 9; Exod. 33 13; Deut. 113
4 10 9 t4; Judg. 7 4j 1 Sam. 9 26.
In the plural: Judg. 20 ts; 1 Sam. 1112; 2 Sam. 14 7.
(d) For no apparent reason:
In the singular: Judg. 16 26; 1 Kings 11 21; Rnth 4 4 (Kt.~
In the plural: Lam. 52t (Kt.). Add 1 Sam. 12 t9, with~
The fact that, in three of the above examples, the verb is
followed by a word beginning with a guttnral does not explain
the omission of the ending, there being numerous instances in
which it occurs in such a situation. See Gen. 23 18 44 21, &c.

b. When the verb of the dependent clause is in the second
person:
(1) An affirmative purpose is expressed by the jusaiYe in
Num. 17 25 (to), but in 2 Chr. 20 20 such contraction is
impossible.
{2) A negative purpose might have been expressed by the
jussive with ~' but in the cases noted the verb does not admit
of contraction. They are Judg. 13 4 (his)• and Jer. 17 21.
c. When the verb of the dependent clause is in the third
person:
(1) The purpose being affirmative:
(a) It has the jussiTe form: Gen. 24 51; Exod. 7 9 (Sam.)
8 • (8) 9 22 10 12 17 21 32 10; Num. 21 7 25 •; Judg. 6 so 14ts;
18am:5u 7s 2822 294; 1Kings13s212to{bis);laa.30s
55 s; Hosea 2 4; Mal. 3 to; Job 12 1b; 2 Chr. 30 6 8.
{b) It has an ambiguous form: Gen. 23 st. 30 3 31 S7 38 u
42 16 {his); Exod. 2 20 4 2s 5 1 9 1 ts; Num. 18 2; Judg.1625;
:aa Many M.SS. and

t omit , in ,.,
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i Sam.16 u; 1 Kings 18 37 2110; Isa. 8 1oa 26 2; Jer. 38 20;
Ezek. 37 9J&; Ps. 24 7 9 86 17 109 28f. 144 5j Prov. 16 s;
Job 12 7a 14 6.

(2) The purpose being negative:
(a) It has an ambiguous form: 1 Kings 18 "' with
2 Chr. 35 21, with C,M.
(b) It has an unmodified form: Isa. 8 xo; Ezek. 18so.

aO;

12. Imperative •.•.• Imperative.
Gen. 38 a 42 1s; Dent. 6 27 27 9 32 49; Judg.16 5; 1 Sam. 20 81;
1 Kings 32 12j 2 Kings 18 81 - Isa. 36 16j Isa. 8 9b (his) 29 9
(bis) 45 22 552; Jer. 51 616 25 5 27 12 11 3515 5145; Amos 54 6
(eomp. v. 14); Ps. 37 21; Prov. 3 sf. 4 4 7 2 9 6 23 ~9 27 11;
2 Chr. 202o.
13. Infinitive absolute •.••• Perfect conseeutiTe.
In Isa. 5 5 the infinitive absolute is twice used as a brief
and abrupt substitute for the eohortative expressing a determination.
14. Infinitin construct ••••• Imperfect.
a. A positive purpose takes the juasive form: 9 Chr. 99 to.
b. A negative purpose has an ambiguous form, with

a6;

Lev. 18 so.
15. Verbal particle ••••. Imperfect.
The dependent imperfect has:
a. A cohortative form, after
2 Kings 311.

rM:

1 Kings 29 7- 2 Chr. 18 s;

b. An ambiguous form: 2 Sam. 91 after~; 2 Sam. 9s after
after rM·

'nJ; Isa. 1912 after n"M; Ps. 59t4 {18)

16. Nominal sentence ••••• Imperfect.
The dependent imperfect has:
a. The jussive form: Jer. 9u aa; Hosea 141o u.
21

Some MSS. have the perfect conaecuUv.e.
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b. An ambiguous form:
Mal. 11o; Ps. 107 •s.

Jer. 9 uab•; Hosea 14loai;

Thus far the analysis has taken account of the construction
only in the first or single final clause dependent on a giTen
statement, command, &c. There are numerous cases in which
there are two or three such clauses, each of them introduced
by t The additional clause, or clauses, may be related in
various ways to the first and take various forms of the verb to
denote a purpose.
1. A second or third clause may be virtually a repetition rJ.
the preceding.
a. A cohortative in the one is then followed by:
(1) A cohortative in the other: Ps. 90 a.
(2) .in ambiguous imperfect: Ps.119u.
b. An imperatiTe in the one is followed by an ambiguoua
imperfect in the other: Isa. 55 2.

2. A second or third clause may be in antithesis with the
preceding. In all the e:u.mples noted the second clause is
negative and its verb a simple imperfect; and in all but one
the negative particle is 10.
a. The imperfect with 10 is found after:
(1) A perfect consecutive: Gen. 41 ss; Num. 4t9.
(2) A jussive: 1 Sam. 29 •·
(3) An ambiguous imperfect: Gen.422 43s 47t9; Prov.317.
(4) An imperative: 2 Kings 18 82.
b. An imperfect with ~ is found: Exod. 5 9.
3. A second or third clause may be simply coordinate with
the preceding.
a. A perfect consecutive is then followed by:
(1) An unmodified imperfect: Deut. 24ts.
(2) An ambiguous imperfect: Exod. 23u.
s. 6.1 om. the connective.
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b. A cohortative is followed by:
(t) A jussive: Isa. 412s (Kt.).
(2) A cohortative: 2 Kings 422; 2 Chr. 110.
(3) An unmodified imperfect, Isa. 4128 ~re).
c. An ambiguous imperfect is followed by:
(1) A cohortative: Hag. la ~e).
(2) An ambiguous imperfect: Judg. 13 4, with
Hag. 1 a (Kt.).

?N

after ;N;

d. An imperative is followed by an imperative: 1 Sam. 12 17;
2 Kings 18 81 ; J er. 2 19.
4. A second or third clause may be subordinate to the
preceding. The examples under this head are more numerous
than under either of the others. The following varieties of
construction have been noted :
a. A perfect consecutive followed by:
(1) An unmodified imperfect, with N;: Exod. 28 85j Lev. 1618,
(2) An ambiguous imperfect, with N;: Gen. 4ls6.
(3) A perfect consecutive: Gen. 8 17, and multiply, 45 11;
Exod. 1820; Deut. 241s; 1 Kings 12b; Jer. 4826; 1 Chr. 2211.
b. A jussive followed by:
(1) An unmodified imperfect, with N;: 1 Sam. 511.
{2) An ambiguous imperfect: Exod.l012 321o; Num.1725(1o);
1 Kings 22 20.
(3) A perfect consecutive: Dan. 8 12.
c. A cohortative followed by:

(1) A cohortative: Gen. 27 7 (comp. v. 25); Deut. 31 2s;
1 Sam. 28 7; Ps. 55 7 (6).
{2) An unmodified imperfect: 2 Kings 7 18.
(3) An ambiguous imperfect: Exod. 4 1s; Judg. 11 87 28 ;
Neh. 52,

d. An unmodified imperfect followed by the same: 2 Sam. 29 4.
e. An ambiguous imperfect followed by:
(1) A jUBBive: J er. 38 20.
21

Om
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(2) A cohortative: Judg. 20 ts; 2 Sam. 14: 1•; Isa. 2 s.
(3) An ambiguous imperfect: Gen. 30 s; Deut. 1 22 t u;
1 Sam. 29 •; lsa. 19 12; Jer. 25 e, with M~ after '16, perhaps
for ~N, as in the preceding parallel clause; Ps. 8611 107 48.
(4) A perfect consecutive, after N~: Exod. 28 ~; Deut. 2415;
after ~' Jer. 17 21 11•
5. One of a series of two or three final clauses ma.y be
merely the complement of another. The following examples
have been noted:
·
a. A perfect consecutive followed by a perfect conseeutiTe:
Dan. 8 12, literally, and act and pt'osper that is and act

prosperously.
b. A cohortative followed by ajussive 11, lsa. 4123 (Kt.), tMl
we may gaee at one another and see, that is, that we be amaeed
at the Bight.
The construction with ~

This construction should next receive attention, because it
is similar in form to the foregoing, although in significance it
presents a notable contrast to the assurance suggested by t.he
simple connective.
The word ~M has received various explanations. The most
plausible is that it is a compound of 1M, or, and ?, not, another
form of ~ and the ~ of ~~. So BDB.; comp. Kooig, LO.,
p. 111. In any case, like the Ass. ulti it clearly has a meaning that harmonizes with such a derivation. It is sometimes
employed after a voluntative. When so used it imparta to the
clause to which it belongs an uncertainty that barely leaves
room for hope. When the final form is given to the construction the fulfilment of the purpose expressed is represented as
merely possible. In such cases the conjunction that may be
supplied and ~'* rendered by the English adverb perchance.
" J hu a perfect with '1.
21 • repeats the negative.
2t lN; :((re naru.
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Thus, while Gen. 162, the first example, literally rendered,
would read, Go in unto my handmaid; perchance I shaU, be
buiU up from her, since the act suggested has in view a desired
result, the meaning is more fully and clearly expressed by the
translation, Go in unto my handmaid, that perchance I may
have children from her.
In this instance the verb of the protasis is an imperative.
There are others of the same kind; also examples in which it
is an imperfect, of ~me. or another form, or even a perfect,
with , consecutive. The verb of the a.podosis is, or should be,
a simple imperfect, or its equivalent; for in Josh. 1412 ;r;r ·
should be supplied and in Exod. 32 so, as appears from the
Samaritan reading, the cohortative ending should be omitted.
In Lam. 3 29 the place of the verb is taken by the particle W".
The construction with~* is used:
1. After a. command or a. request, the verb conveying the
will of the speaker being:
a.. An imperative: Num. 22 e 11; Josh. 14 12; 1 Kings 18 5;
Isa.. 4712 (bis); Jer. 212 5ls; Amos 515; Jonah le; Zeph. 2 8.

b. A cohortative: 1 Sam. 9 e 14 e.
c. An ambiguous imperfect: 1 Kings 20 81; Jer. 36 er.;

Lam. 3

29.

d. A perfect consecutive: 1 Sam. 6 5; Ezek. 12 8.
2. After a prohibition, with

?M: Jer. 262t'.

3. After a. resolution conveyed by:
a. A cohortative: Num. 238; 2 Sa.m. 1415.

b. An ambiguous imperfect: Gen. 32 21; Exod. 32 so;

Nom. 2327.
There are several passages in which the construction with
~ aft'ects two or three clauses. In one of them, Isa.. 47 12,
the particle is repeated. In all the others the clauses are
connected by t The relation between these clauses is naturally
varied, just as it is when the first is introduced by the simple
connective.
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1. The second clause is virtually a repetition of the first in
Isa. 47 12, where, as above stated, ""M is repeated, the verb
being a second imperfect.

2. The second is in antithesis with the first in J onah 1 s,
and the third with the second in 1 Kings 18 5. In both eases
the verb in the latter of the antithetical pa.ir, being preceded
by ?at, is an imperfect.

3. A second clause is coordinate with the preceding, and has
an imperfect: Jer. 36 6f.
4. A second or third clause is oftenest subordinate to the
preceding. The verb is then:

a. A perfect consecutive: N um. 22 11 23 27; J osh. 14 12;
Jer. 26 2f.
b. A simple imperfect: 1 Kings 18 5; Jer. 212 26 2f. Here
belongs, also, Num. 22 6, if the text is correct; but see v. 11.
It should be noted, as a point that indicates purpose, that,
among these passages, the law concerning the succession of
the tenses is followed only in N um. 22 11 23 27; J osh. 14 12;
1 Kings 18 5 (2 and 8); J onah 1 6; J er. 26 21. (2 and 8). In
all the rest the imperfect is employed in a second or third
clause, after '· without reference to the form of the preceding verb.

The construction with

r:\'1" "Q

The question m" "0, Who knoweth, &c., is found in three
passages that are perfectly intelligible when translated literally,
but acquire a clearer meaning when thrown into the form of a
final clause after the pattern of that introduced by ~- The
best example of this construction is found in Joel 2 I3f., which
reads, Return to Yahweh, your God; ..... ; who knoweth but
that, that is, that perchance, he may change, &c. Here a series
of imperatives is followed by an imperfect, and, in accordance
with the law for the succession of the tenses, two perfects
consecutive.
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In Jonah 3 7·9 the king of Nineveh uses imperfecta, with and
without ;M, in his proclamation, and they are followed by an
imperfect, two perfects consecutive, and an imperfect with~.
making another regular series.
In 2 Sam. 12 22 the leading clause must be supplied in
some such form as I will fast (cob.) and weep, to which who
knoweth, &c., followed by an imperfect and a perfect consecutive, would be a natural pendant.
It is difficult to see any difference in effect between ~M and
)m" ~o. If there is any, it is, that, while the former represents
the result desired as barely possible, the latter suggests that it
is not absolutely impossible.

The construction with,"~ (•')
The conjunction ,, while it denotes a species of succession,
does not deprive the clause following of a certain independence.
However it may be reproduced in English, one must not lose
sight of the fact that, to the Hebrew mind, it connected syntactically equal constructions, such constructions as may, and
sometimes do, occur side by side without a connective. The
second of these constructions may be, and, if a purpose is
implied, is essentially subordinate to the first, and therefore
may properly be interpreted as dependent; but there is no
formal recognition of subordination. To express such a relation,
other particles must be employed.
One of these is the relative --~· The derivation of this
word is a subject on which philoioSists disagree. The most
plausible opinion is, that it was originally a noun, the Assyria.n
'a§ru, "place", found in modified forms and meanings in the
other Semitic languages.80
The peculiar color given to a final clause by this word has
not been clearly defined. 81 To obtain a correct idea of its use
30

For a discussion of various views on this subject, see Bottcher,

LG., § 897, 8; Konig, LG., pp. 323tr.
at Konig, who takes pains to note that this word is not discussed in
the part of this study published in 1879, says only, that it "points to
the aim of an event". Syn., § 396a.
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and signification, one must first consider it as a proper relatm,
for, even as a relative, it introduces virtually intentional clauses.
Compare the following passages: Exod. 21ts, I wiU appoint
thee a place whither (which . • • • . thither) he may flee;
Num. 23 1s, Go with me to another place whence (which .....
thence) thou tn{lyst see themj Deut. 1 ss, to show the Wtlf
wherein (which . .... therein) we may go.
These passages have a common stamp. The similarity of
the construction to that in Latin in which the relative takes
the subjunctive after it is apparent. The first quoted is parti·
cularly interesting, as aft'ording an opportunity for comparing
the word in question with others used to denote purpose. h
N um. 35 6 the construction is the usual one when the objeet
of the appointment of the cities of refuge is stated, namely,
that with; and the infinitive, in which the attainment ol the
given object is implied. In v. n there is a perfect consecutne,
in the use of which, as has been shown, the accomplishment or
the end in view is taken for granted. The relative gives the
common idea a third nuance. The dependent sentence which
it introduces ha& an attributive value nearly equivalent to that
of the genitive c;po, .refuge. It therefore denotes a fitness or
an adaptation which, in the other constructions, is leas clearly
indicated; but, for example in Exod. 21ts, it presents only the
possibility of the act involved.
In the passages thus far cited the verb of the given claue
is followed by a demonstrative by which doubt with reference
to the antecedent of ._M is prevented. There is one in which
this is not the case, namely, 2 Chr. 2 11 (12), which, in the
Authorized Version, reads, Blessed be the LoBD God of
Israel, .•... who hath given to Daviil the king a wise son, .•..•
that might build an house for the LoBD. For might the revised
versions have should, but the revisers evidently agreed with
the original translators that ~ was a relative pronoun and,
from the English point of view, the subject of the verb following. This is the natural rendering, but it is not incontestable;
for the fact that, in the preceding chapter, v. 11, the same
author clearly uses -&'M as a final particle makes it pouible
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to doubt whether he may not have done so in this case, and
impossible to prove the contrary.
There is room for a. similar difference of opinion concerning
Jer. 4214 and Ruth 21; the question being, whether ,riM in
these instances is a. final conjunction or a. relative adverb
equivalent to the wherein, lit. which . . . .. in it, of J er. 42 s.
That the word may be so used is clear from Gen. 351af. 851 'If,
however, in this passage one must render it where why may
one not translate Naomi's question, Shall I not seek thee a
resting-place where it will, or, in view of her evident desire
to help her daughter-in-law, where it may, be well with thee?
The English translators took this view of Jer. 4214. Hence
we read, We will go into the land of Egypt, where we shall
see no war; of course with that result in view. Still, in both
cases, as in 2 Chr. lu, the author may have had the strictly
final idea..
There remain to be examined the passages in which ,riM
must be treated as a. final conjunction. As such it seems
not to have any peculiar significance, but to have been used
in place of other particles. Thus, in J osh. 3 1 , might have
been employed. In Gen. 11 1, Exod. 20 26, and EccL 7 21,
where the purpose is negative, M~ would have been equally
correct.
The most interesting of all the examples of the construction
under consideration are those in which ,riM or •rl takes the
place of 1~;, which, as will be shown in another connection,
almost always introduces clauses denoting a constant purpose.
The latter would have been in place in the expression, that
(•rl) they may fear, Eccl. 314, or learn to fear, Deut. 4 to;
also in Deut. 4 40 and 6 s and Ruth 3 1, where an appeal is
made to the universal desire for well-being. Comp. Deut. 12 25.
Why it was not used is uncertain. Deut. 4 40 is especially
puzzling, since it has both constructions. It has been suggested
that here and elsewhere ,riM is an abbreviation for ,riM 1~; 83,
but this explanation is unsatisfactory, since, if a. writer were
n See, also, 1 Sam.. 28 e (tolag); Gen. 6' (tohen); Josh. 6' (tohg).
n Geaenius, HW.,
B, 2.

art..,.,.,
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inclined to use an abbreviation, he would naturally use it after,
and not, as in this instance, before, the fuller form of expression.
On the whole, it seems safest to regard the use of ,~M in a
final sense as a trace of the influence on the Hebrew of the
Aramaic language, in which the relative is regularly employed
at the same time to denote a purpose.8 ' This explanation is
fltvored by the fact that several of the passages cited as containing evident or probable examples of such usage are from
books (Jer., Ruth, Eccl., Chr.) in which an Aramaic element
has long been recognized, and as many more (Dent. 4 10 .w 6 3;
Josh. 3 7) show traces of having suffered from redaction.16
Thus, there remain but two passages that date from the best
period of Hebrew literature.
When a clause with ,~M is followed by another also denoting a purpose, in one case (Deut. 6 s) this word is repeated,
with 1; in one (Deut. 4 40) l~~ takes its place; and in two
(Deut. 4 10; Jer. 42 14) 1 alone suffices, the verb, which ia
separated from the connective, having the form of a simple
imperfect.

The construction with ~
The origin of the preposition ~ is in dispute, but, whether
it is a relic of a primitive noun sa or "a radically independent
linguistic product" 81, there can be no doubt of its demonstrative
character. It differs, however, as a demonstrative, from 1 in
at least one particular. The conjunction always indicates a
sort of succession. In using it one naturally passes from one
to another of the connected ideas. When, therefore, a verb
logically dependent on a preceding is introduced by it, the only
question is that of the distinction between result and purpose,
or, rather, between simple and intended result.
u On biblical Aramaic see Kautzsch, Gram., § 73, a, b; also Dan. 6 t (s)
1s (11). On Syriac, see Uhlemann, § 86, 3; also Deut. 12 :a6 sa, as well
as 4 •o.
u See JBL., 1899, p. 87.
s• Giesebrecht, Die hebrailcM lWlpo.ition LaMed, § 1,
S7 Ki:iDig, L(J., i, P• 275.
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The case with ; is different. Its primal meaning is toward,
and, in this sense, it is like a weathercock, being capable,
under favoring circumstances, of indicating various directions
from an unchanged standpoint. Hence, if it may be used to
point out that in prospect of which, it may also be employed
to call attention to that in retrospect of which, a given act
is performed.38 Thus it has the force of in view of as weil
as of uith a view to, in other words, it denotes cause as well
as purpose, and one of these uses may be mistaken for the
other.
The difficulty in distinguishing cases of purpose is increased
by the fact that ;, as a demonstrative, may point, not only
forward and backward, but sideward, that is, introduce a concomitant of the main thought. This usage, in some books, is
common, much more common than most students of the Old
Testament seem to have discovered, although Ewald long ago
called attention to its frequency. 59
The three functions of ; thus far described grow naturally
from its original meaning. There is another. The transition
from toward to to or unto is easy, and the preposition made
it early in the history of the language, thereby producing a
class of cases in which it is used to denote the result of a
given act or state. Giesebrecht (§ 22) asserts that the ; of
result is as frequent as that of aim or object; but this statement only shows how easy it is to mistake the one for the
other.
Thus it appears that the preposition ; may denote, among
other things, not only purpose, but cause, concomitance, and
as According to Ewald, § 217 cl (c), "~ can indicate the external
cause or object with reference to which, as at the time existing or
happening, something occurs." Among the passages cited in illustration
of this statement are Gen. 4 ~ and Exod. 12 4ll. Giesebrecht, § 21, a,
discusses the subject more fully in its relation to the noun, giving a
variety of examples. Those on which he lays most stress are Num. 16 st;
Isa. 30 u; Jer. 1011 Hits; Hab. 3111te; Ps. 18 46 («); Job 36 ll1.
ae LG., § 280d, he says, "The infinitive with ~ becomes gradually
more frequent as a means of subordinating to the sentence any incomplete
verb describing merely accidental conditions." For examples, see Noldius,
Ooncordantiae, 414a.
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result, and that care is necessary to avoid mistaking one or
another of the last three from the first.
When the preposition has a. final sense it directs attention
to the end at which the subject aims in performing the act
described. This act is supposed to be the proper means of
attaining the end in view; hence there is implied a. probability
of its attainment. The probability implied borders so closely
on assurance that the construction is often found where the
historical sequence would b~ more exact*; but, so long aa ~
retains its place, the realization of the purpose may be denied.
H it is denied, no further attempt in the same direction is to
be expected, for?, like,, introduces a. purpose that is exhausted
by a. single effort.
The preposition ? is found with seTeral classes of ·Hebrew
nouns. It is most frequent with the nomen actionis, which
corresponds in many respects to the English infinitive and is
usually called the infinitive construct. The noun thus introduced
is regularly pla.eed after and, naturally, quite near the verb on
which it depends. It may, however, for the sake of emphasis,
precede the principal verb. When it follows the sa.me it often
causes the removal of adverbial clauses which would regula.rly
precede it toward the end of the sentence and takes them
under its own government. See 2 Kings 8 29. This precaution
against ambiguity is not always observed, especially by later
writers. The necessity for a. close connection arises from the
fact that the word governed by ?, as a rule, has for its subject
the subject, or the object, direct or indirect, of the principal
clause. The connection is so close that a negative preceding
the verb of this clause affects the whole construction, a fact
that has sometimes been overlooked by interpreters of the Old
Testament. Indeed, the leading verb, or a word intimately
connected with it, often determines Tery definitely the signification of the noun that follows with ? to denote the object
of the act described.
The following a.na.lysis is based on a nearly complete list of
•o Comp. Deut. 17 a with 9917 (ta), Judg. 19a with v. t, aud Hoeea iu
with llt.
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relevant passages. It is intended to show the relation of the
subject of the dependent to the main clause as well as the
general character of the verbs or other constructions that are
followed by ; in a final signification."
The preposition; is employed to denote aim or object:

A. With an Infinitive:

I. When the subject of the dependent is at the same time
the subject of the principal clause:
1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the
object of the change:

a. When the change is voluntary, after verbs signifying:
(1) Come, go, &c.:

r1"1M : Job 34 8.

nnM: Isa. 56 9.
~: Gen. 23 2 (bis) 30 88 (bis) 39 n a ~ 5 7 9 to t2" 47 4;
Exod. 5 28 12 28; Lev. 14:88 (bis); Num. 4 8 t5 t9 28 (bis) 80
7 89 8 u; Deut. 4 6 (and elsewhere in this book and Joshua)
19 5 24 to 31 11; Josh. 2 2; Judg. 11 t2 18 9 19 t5 20 • to"
21 22; 1 Sa.m. 2 88 16 6 23 to; 2 Sa.m. 19 t8 2t 28 24 2t (where
M'l!l is to be supplied); 1 Kings 2t9 5t• 17 t8 (bis); 2 Kings 2t5
4t; Isa. 16 t2 60 t8 66t5; Jer. 411 (bis; aO; comp. '~1'1;:1'>
16 8 44t2 t• (bia)"; Ezek. 208 38 t2 (ter) 18 44 25; Hag. 2t6;
Zech. 2 • (1 2t) (bis); Ps. 41 7 (8) 96 t8 - 98 9j Prov. 23 so;
Job 2 t (bia) 11 (bia); Est. 4 8 (bis); Dan. 10 t• 11 8; Ezr. 9u;
Neh. 4 2 (bis) 9 u 28; 1 Chr. 12 2s (22) 16 8s 19 2; 2 Chr. 9 t

11 t6 20 • 11 26 t8 29 15 30 t 5.
Gen. 18t8 27 5• 31t9 32 7 (6) 37t2; Exod. 4 21 132t

-pn:

n To avoid ambiguity the

tiOtiMJl

acti011i8 will hereafter be referred

to u the infinitive.
" In v. T 1nl (1 plu.) is to be supplied; in v. t, for emphasis, the
order is reversed. The recurrence of this arrangement will hereafter be
indicated by pu~ting the number of the verse into Italics.
For Dlnl~ mwr, r., with I, mwJ'J 1:1'10~.
" For 1:111 "'U~ IMOn I has IM.V1 and, for l\f'n, ::n~.
" For ~ r., with 1, ~.

•l
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(bis); Num.1438 241; Deut.lss 204; Josh. 911 22s; Judg.26
9 9 1113 18 9 11; 1 Sam. 29 u; 2 Sam. 6 2 19 16; 1 Kings 18u
(his) 22 13; 2 Kings 8 s 9 918 35 16 10; Isa. 30 2 29; Jer. 255
(bis) 31 2 4112; Hosea. 5 6j Hah. 1 6; Zech. 2 6 (2); Ruth 11 1
2 s; Neh. 812 (quater); 1 Chr. 18 8.
att': Gen. 11 31 12 5 14 17 30 t6; Exod. 4 14 16 27 18 1;
Num. 22 36 31 13; Josh. 9 12; Judg. 4 18 22 11 31 34 21 21;
1 Sam. 9 14 13 10 18 6 48 2315 30 21; 2 Sam. 6 20 20 7; 1 Kings 912;
2 Kings 4 39 7 12 9 21; Isa. 7 8 26 21; Jer. 4 7 37 12 41 s;
Ezek. 30 9; Micah 5 1; Prov. 7 15 (his) 25 s; Dan. 9 22 11 "
(bis); 1 Chr. 14 15j 2 Chr. 35 20.
,~: Gen. 11 5 12 10 42 3j Exod. 2 5 3 s (his); Judg. 7 24
1212; 1 Sam. 10 8 (his); 2 Sam. 1911 2125; 1 Kings 2 s 211s;
Isa. 30 2 (bis) 52 4; Jonah 1 8j Cant. 6 2 (bis); 1 Chr. 7 21;
2 Chr. 22 6.
:l:lO: 1 Chr. 16 43, in the sense of :llrl; Pi., Ps. 26 6f. (bis),
in its proper meaning.
~Y: Exod. 12 23; Nu.m. 13 s2; Deut. 4 26 61 91 Us 11 31
30 ts 31 13; J osh. 111; Judg. 10 9 12 1; 2 Sam. 19 19 (18) (bis)
20 13; 1 Kings 22 24 =- 2 Chr. 18 23.
nC,y: Gen. 3813 4629 50 1; Exod. 3424; Deut. 9 s; Josh. 2233;
Judg. 6 35 15 10; 1 Sam. 1 3 (bis) 21 2 19j 2 Sam.. 5 11;
1 Kings 1115 18 42 (bis); 2 Kings 1 3 6 1; Isa. 57 1; Obad. 21;
J onah 4 6; Zech. 14 16 (bis) 18 19; Ps. 122 4; Ezr. 1 5; 1 Chr. 13 s
21ts; 2 Chr. 35 20.
:lm': Deut. 2419; Judg. 14 s; 1 Sam. 17 15; 2 Sam. 6 20
23to; 2Kings43t829- 2 Chr.226; 2 Kings9t5; Jer.43s
44 14 47 ; Ezek. 13 22 48•
Here belong, also, certain passages in which motion is only
implied. This so-called pregnant construction is found: with
,n, 1 Sam. 16 4 and 21 2; with r,r,, Isa. 28 21 (his); with PT\
Hi., Judg. 15t4; with .lNrl, Judg.14 5 and Ps. 10421.
(2) Haste, flee, &c.
~: Josh. 1013; Prov. 2820; Hi., Isa. 22 4,
Om., with I, .,,.,;,
n IJ om. ~ellh.
u For V'l'nm the version aeem to have read Ull'J;l~.

t6
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~: Jer. 236.
rn:l: I Kings 1111.

0.,, :Exod. 19 21 24.

~n: Hab. 1s; Ps. 70 2 (1) (his) 119 6o, with an intervening

antithetical clause.
fi>M, Ni.: 1 Sam. 23 26.
"Vm: Ezek. 12 12; Jonah 113.
OU: Isa. 20 6.
)nl: Ps. 59 16 (Kt.).
;J)l: 2 Kings 5 21.
Ha.b. 3 14. Comp. Ma.rti.
1'),.,: Ps. 109 16 (15).
)'M: Gen. 18 2· 24 11 20 29 13 33 4; Jer. 51 s1 (his) •
• , Pil.: Amos 812.

-we:

(3) Approach, depart, &e.
11p::l, Pi.: Lev.19s1; Judg.181; 1 Kings 1024=-2Chr.923j
Ps. 40 15 (14); Neh. 12 21.
;n?, Ni.: Isa. 56 6 (his).
l1ll: Gen. 19 9; Exod. 28 43 30 20 (his); Lev. 21 21 (his);
Judg. 9 52; 2 Kings 4 21; Ezek. 44 13 (his); Ni., 2 Sa.m. 1120.
anp: 2 Sa.m. 1916; Jer. 51st.
::l.,p: Exod.1248 362; Lev.l8619 2016 2l17j Num.175
18 22; Deut. 20 10 25 n ; 1 Sa.m. 17 48; 2 Sa.m. 15 5; Isa. 34 1;
Ezek. 4046 43 9" 4415 16 45 4; Ps. 27 2; Eccl. 417 (51).
;,::l, Ni.: Ezr. 6 21.
~~: Num.. 214; Joah. 314; Ezr. 8 s1.
"nO: Exod. 34; Deut.l12s 2814; Judg.l4s19t5; 1Kings2232j
2 Kings 4s; Jer. 15 5.
::l": Josh. 2416; Jer. 2t3; Prov.213j Ruth 116j 2Chr.3231.
')OM, Ni.; Judg. 16 2s 20 a; 1 Sa.m. 13 5; Neh. 8 13&0 ;
2 Chr. 30 t3.
p~, Ni.: Josh. 816.
-,., Ni.: Exod. 29 42. In Joah. 11 5 this word is separated
from the infinitive by two imperfecta consecutive.
-n!)J: 1 Sa.m. 23 2s.
u Bead D"l'lJ'l'l, as in 40 .e.
5t For r,.:;:,~rm • has ~·~m. Comp. G.K, § 114p.
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rlJ': 1 Sam. 28 t; Ni.: Ps. 102 ts; 2 Chr. 20 •; Hith.:
Josh. 92.
?;,p, Ni.: Josh. 2iu; Est. 9t (comp. v. 16).
r.D, Hi.: Exod. 5 12.
b. When the change is involuntary, after verbs signifying:
(1) Bring, send, &c.:
:1nM, Hi.: Isa.. 211ft.
MO, Hi.; Gen. 2 19; Lev. 17 4 9; Deut. 6 28 (with ~;
Neh. 816 10 s2; Ho.: Lev. 6 2s 16 21; Ezek. 3011.
~'Hi.: Gen.l5 7; Exod. 16 s 32 12 (bis); Lev. 9hs 2538
(bis) 26 .ft6 ; N um. 15 41 ; Deut. 1 27 9 28; 2 Kings 15 20;
Ezek. 462o.
l.'U: Gen. 3lts; Isa. 6314,
:1JU, Hi.: N eh. 9 12.
~'Hi.:

Gen. 4322.

:cm, Hi.: 1 Sam. 5 10.
W, Hi.: Joah. 7 7.
rf1p, Hi.: Exod. 17

s; Lev. 11

.ft6;

Num. 16 ts 20 s;

1 Kings 915.

11'13, Pi.: Est. 45, in the sense of rf111.

anp: 2 Kings s 10.

::lWI, Hi.: Job 33 so 111 ; Ezr. 1010.
rf1rj: 1 Sam. 22 11 25 .o; 2 Sam. 114 10 2 - 1 Chr. 19 t;
2 Sam. 24 te; 1 Chr. 13 9; Pi.: Gen. 8 8; 2 Chr. Sist.
1llrl: Ezek. 1419.
(2) Snatch, drive, &c.:

r,.,, Hi.: 1 Sam. 20 ss 51•
ml, Ni.: Deut. 19 s.
?Jl, Hi.: Gen. 37 22.
rru: Isa. 22 10.
(3) Cause to approach, depart, &c.:
rill, Hi.: Mal. 1 s.
::l,p, Hi.: Lev. 2221; Num. 28tt (see v. 19) 3150.
u For ::1 ,,.~ r. 1::1 ,.~.
n Kittel r., ~~' u in 18u.
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77~ Hi.: Num. 169.
Am.os 1 6.
"nO, Hi.: 2 Cbr. 35 12.
t"tp, Hith.: 1 Cbr. 15 a.
')DM: Zeph. 3 8 (with r:3p); Eccl. 2 28 (with l:)l:)).
l:)l:): Eecl. 2 28 (with ')DM).
r:3p: 1 Sam. 281; Zeph. 3 8 (with ')DM).
;np, Hi.: 1 Kings Ul 21 ; Ezek. 38 18, where it is followed by
three additional infinitives.

n;.l, Hi.:

(4) Give, take, &c.:

!Ul: Prov. 6 so.
np;: Gen. 7 s 22 lOj Exod. 10 28j Lev. 9• 14•9; 1 Sam. 812,
where the infinitive with ; is eoardinated with the perfett
consecutive, 15 21; 2 Sam. 12 •; Jer. 25 2s; Ezek. 15 s (bis) 111
27 s; Eecl. 7 21, where Delitzsch would supply this verb"..
-oD, Hith.: 1 Kings 21 20j 2 Kings 17 17.
JIU: Lev. 18 20; Deut. 28 12 1111 ; Isa. 43 20; Ezek. 44 so;
Lam. ln 58; Ezr. 9 8 (bis); Neh. 9 20.
;~,Pi.: Ezr. 8so.
i1lp: 2 Sam. 242t; 2 Kings 12ts; Ruth 4to.
;pit/: Est. 4 7.
Add the related word,
Tl!1: Deut. 12 s n (here, only, with :3) 21 14 2s
26 2; 1 Kings lls8 14 21; Neh. 1 9j 2 Cbr. 12ts.

~

16 s u

2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the
object of the change:

a. When the change is voluntary, after verbs signifying:
(1) Stand, sit, &c.:
ael, Hith.: Dan. Ut•.
:Dl, Ni.: ·Exod. 5 20 7 ts; Num. 22 M; Deut. 29 9-11;
1 Sam. 1 28; Isa. 3 13.
n For np:n r., "'rith •1, ,np~n.
•• It il not impossible that

mnp is here a mistake for mp'J and In*,
for "U, an interpolation. See 12 a.
·
11 For ~t, r., with Sam. •• ,.e~.
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"1CJ1: Lev.18 23 61 ; Num.16 9; Dent. 55 10 8 18 5; 1 Kings8u
131; Isa. 31a; Jer. 18 20; Ezek. 2126 4415; Obad.a; Ps.10623
109 a1; Ezr. 810 67 ; 2 Chr. 20 2a (his).
~p: Gen. 19 1 37 as; Exod. 32 6; Nnm. 3214; Dent. 1916;
Josh. 8 s; Jndg.101 19 57 9j 1 Sam. 2529 (his); 2 Sam. 1217;
1 Kings 2 19; 2 Kings 7 s; Isa. 2 19 21; Jonah 1 s; Ps. 76 10 (t)
119 62; Ca.nt. 55; 2 Chr. 20 19.
C21, Hi.: Jndg. 198; 1 Sam. 1512 2911.
!lrl': Gen. 37 25; Exod. 1818 32 6; .Tndg. 5t6; 1 Sam. 20s:u:
Jer. 16 8 (his) 40 to; Ezek. 44 a; Joel 4 {3) 12; Ps. 27 4 (bis);
Prov. 9u 23 1; Est. 3 15.
Add the related verbs:

"n}1: Ps. 59 5 (4); Hithpol.: Isa. 64 e.

rp,

Hi.: Ps. 59 6 (5).

(2) Turn, bend, &c.:
I

,.,, : 2 Kings 5 26.
!l!lO: 1 Sam. 15 27; 2 Chr. 18 81 (comp. 1 Kings 18s2).
n~: Lev. 20 6; 1 Kings 8 28; Eccl. 2 12; Hi.: J er. 49 24.
~: Jndg. 7 56.
iml: Exod. 23 2; 2 Sa.m. 219; Jer. 148.
l}pe', Hi.: Ps. 14 2 53 3 (2); Prov. 41.
(3) Seize, sm.ite, &c.:

n!)l, Hi.: N um. 22 23.
rtlpl, Hith.: 1 Sam. 28 9.

1cn: Gen. 48t7.

b. When the change is involuntary, after verbs signifying:
(1) Raise, set, &c.:
~t,l: Lev. 10 11; Nnm. 18 22; Ezek. 10 16; Amos 610;
Zech. 2 4 (1 21); Pi.: Jer. 22 27 44 14.
CM, Hi. : 1 Sam. 2 8, where this verb is in parallelism with
C'IJ'; Ezek. 4515.
'10~: Ps. 8 8.
•• For J'lp~'l~ r. np!l'l~.
n For Hi. r., with some MSS. and the versa. 1$:&1.
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'jt), Hi.: Ezr. 7 10 (ter); 1 Obr. 28 2 29 18; 2 Obr. 12 a 19 s
30 19; Po.: Isa. 5118.
nu, Hi: Judg. 31.
lnl: Lev.l429 1828 261; Ezek. 248 (his); Eccl 112 (his) 17,
where the second 11)1'1 should probably be treated a.s a noun
(Kittel), 8 18 (his) 9 1, corrected by l1s; Da.n. 9 a, where this
verb has the sense of tnet (see 11 11); Ezr. 9 8, where the
subject is expressed with the first of two infinitives; N eh. 9 17.
tnet: 2 Kings 12 18; Jer. 7 so 11 18 44 12; Ha.b. 2 e;
2 Obr. 1118.
~: Ps.17n.
;11r1: Ezek. 17 8 (ter).
Under this head ma.y also be placed:
,,.,, Ni.: Neh. 12 44; Ho.: 2 Obr. 3412.
(2) Turn, bend, &c.
MI'IO: Isa.. 40 22.
i'1t)l: Ps. 119n2; Hi.: Gen. 4915; 2 Sa.m. 3 27; Jer. 25 •;
Prov. 62.
Hi.: 1 Sam. 10e.

n»,

3. After verbs denoting a doing or A making in general, to
indicate the object of such activity:

nl:l: Josh. 22 2S (ter); Jer. ·7 S1 19 5 32 85; Ezek. 17 17;
Ezr. 3 2; 2 Ohr. 2 2.
'tt': Isa. 49 5; Jer. 33 2.

~: Gen. 50 20 (with l~'>; Exod. 8 a 29 1; Lev. 8 a.;
Num. 81 12 15 a (his) 8 29 5; 2 Sam. 7 21 - 1 Ohr. 17 19;
1 Kings 14 9 16 1; 2 Kings 6 2 1711 17; Isa. 2 20; Jer.ll17
32 22 44 19; Ezek. 1318 22 8 4517; Eccl. 2 8; 2 Ohr. 20 88.

;,J): Job 33 so (bis)

118•

.

4. After a.ny verb describing a.n operation, to indicate the
immediate object of that operation.
The verbs thus fa.r classified have been of so general a.
character that, unless they were in some wa.y limited, one
n Por 'l ~' Kittel r. ·~ "l•.q.
8
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could not predict what was the object to be expressed. The
verb M!", for instance, is capable of introducing any number
of final infinitives. A characteristic of the construction nnder
discussion, therefore, has seemed to be, that the main clause
had a greater extension than the one dependent on it. The
leading verb has, however, in many cases, been outwardly so
modified that its extension was more or less reduced, if not
contracted to that of the dependent infinitive. A verb may be
.inwardly so limited, that is, be so narrow in its signification,
as to permit the use of one of a very brief list of infinitives, or
even of but a single verb in this construction, after it. In the
passages next to be cited the verbs found in the main clause
will naturally be largely of this class.
Sometimes the infinitive is almost a synonym of the verb
preceding. This is the case in the following passages: Lev.16so;
Num. 8 21 (atone, to cleanse); 1 Kings 3 9 (judge, to discern);
Isa. 56 6 (serve and love, to be a servant); Ps. 101 s (exterminate, to cut oft); Neh. 12 24 (laud, to praise); 2 Chr. 29 24
(make a sin-offering, to atone).

In the following passages, also, the leading verb is narrowly
limited by its signification: Exod. 29 36; Lev. 8 11 (anoint, to
sanctify); Deut. 4 ss (be shown, to know) 36 (cause to hear, to
instruct) 8 2 (after l~'> 13 4j Judg. 3 4; 2 Chr. 32 s1 (test, to
know); Deut. 20t9 (make war, to capture); Isa. 28 24 (plow,
to sow) 42 18 (look, to see); Jer. 32 as (listen, to receive
instruction); Ezek. 2138 (28) (be polished, to shine) 18 ; Hab. 2 1
(watch, to see); Zech. 2 6 (2) (measure, to see); Ps. 10 9 (lie in
wait, to catch); 1 Chr. 10 13 (aak, to learn).
In the following paasages the leading verb is restricted by
outward modification: Gen. 411 (open the mouth, to receive)
42 27 (open a sack, to give fodder); Exod. 2 16 (fill a trough.
to water); Deut. 13 6 (s) (speak apostasy, to thrust from the
way) 20 4 (make war for, to save) 28 12 (open heaven, to give
rain); 1 Kings 3u (ask discernment, to hear); Jer. 718 (knead
dough, to make cakes) 18 32 (dig a pit, to catch); Ezek. 22 20
at

For

.,.~-,~,

r.

~1'11'1~.
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(blow fire upon, to smelt); Ps. 11 2 (fix an arrow, to shoot)
37 14 (bend a bow, to bring down, to slay) 64 4 (3) £. (bend an
arrow, to shoot).

In the remaining passages the main clause does not suggest
what is to follow, but the infinitive actually used is recognizable,
as pointing to a probable outcome of the act described. Here
belong Exod. 39 3 (cut into threads, to work); Lev. 22 8 (eat,
to defile); Num. 15 3 (offer a special offering, to make);
Deut. 8 2 (af:O.ict, to test; after J)n)5) 16 (test, to do good; after
tyO~) 24 8 (take heed, to observe, do); Judg. 15 10 (bind, to
do) 12 (bind, to give) 16 5 (bind, to torment); 2 Sa.m. 8 2
(measure, to kill, save alive); 1 Kings 8 43 (know, to fear,
know; after l~;) 12 21 (make war, to restore) 18 6 (apportion,
to pass over); 2 Kings 23 35 (tax, to give; his); Isa. 10 2
(scribble, to turn, rob) 58 4 (fast, to smite, make heard) 63 12
(cleave water, to make); Jer. 112 (watch, to perform) 16 7
(break bread 00, to comfort) 18 20 (speak, to turn back) 31 2s
(watch, to pluck up u, pull down 11 , break down, destroy'\
injure, build, plant); Ezek. 3 18 (speak, to warn, save alive)
13 5 (build, to make a stand) 16 26 (repeat harlotry, to provoke)
17 14 (keep a covenant, to stand) 30 21 (be strong, to grasp)
33 8 (speak, to warn) 39 14 (bury, to cleanse); Hab. 2 9 (get
gain, to set); Zech. 1110 14 (cut, to break); Ps. 59 1(0) (watch,
to kill) 102 20 f. (look, to hear, release) 106 8 (save, to make
known) 1s 119 95 (wait, to destroy) 145 11£. (speak, to make
known); Prov. 22 20f. (write, to make known) 23 4 (toil, to
become rich); Job 33 16£. (terrify 88, to remove) 38 25·27 (cleave,
to cause rain, to satisfy, make grow); Lam. 214 (uncover, to
bring); Neh. 42 (conspire, to come, to make war, injure);
1 Chr. l11o (exert one's self, to make king); 2 Chr. 20 36
(unite, to make) 32 18 (call, to frighten, disturb) 36 6 (bind, to
bring).
For

am,

am.

with I, r.
Wanting in 1.
n In this case ~ with the infinitive ia coordinated with, and explicative
of, ~ with a noun.
" For 1:1)1~ r., with IJ, ~.,~.
8*
to
11
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5. After ;rn, expressed or understood:

a. In the sense of become: Gen. 11• 9 11; Exod. 40 15.
b. In the sense of be:
(1) When it connects the infinitive with a. verb to which
the same might have been directly attached; N um. 7 5 8n;
Jona.h 46.
(2) When it connects the infinitive directly with ita own
subject: Jer. 441• (1). In 1 Chr. 23 • and 28 21 the copula is
to be supplie~
(3) When the copula. is supplemented by a. prepositional
phrase: Exod. 232; Num. 31s; Dent.13to(9) 17 7; 1Kings l621,
Ezek. 27 9 44 7, In 1 Sa.m. 25 •1 (i'1l.~, Isa. 60 9j Mica.h 7 s;
Neh. 12 2• (his) the copula. is to be supplied. In Neh. 919 (bis)
Q,~ is equivalent to Q,~ n'l"i'ID.

6. After nouns, where the insertion of :1"11 ,I'M is required
to complete the meaning: Gen. 11s; Exod. 30 16"; Num. 29s";
Ps. 31 s (2); Prov. 1 • 6 2•; Neh. 10 s• (ss)". In 2 Chr. 24 •
the noun is a. construct followed by two infinitives without the
preposition.

II. When the subject of the dependent is the same as the
object of the principal clause :
1. After verbs denoting a. change of pla.ce, to indicate the
object of the change:

a. Bring, send, &c.:
i1M, Hi; Jer. 12 9.
an:l, Hi.: Gen. 39a 11; Lev. 2022; Num. 14s 20•; Deut.9•;
1 Sa.m.2lt&; Jer.27; Ezek.447; Ps. 78n; Eccl.822; Dan.lsf.
(his); Neh. 12 21.
riJ':l : Isa.. 40 20.
jm, Hi.: Amos 2to.
':l\ Hi.: Isa.. 23 7.
M!", Hi.: Exod. 19t7; Deut. 4 20; Pa. 142 s {7).
" These passages are cited here because from Lev.17u, it it clear
that the subject of "le,, Pi., may be either the offerer or hie olf'erillg.
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Hi: 2 Obr. 1318.

rb'p, Hi.: Num. 215•

.:1•, Hi.: Jer. 3826.
rbrl: Geu. 45 7 (bis)

46 2s; Exod. 23 20 (bis); Num.. 13 17
16 2s; Deut. 34u; Josh. 6 2s; Judg. 18 2 (his); 1 Sam. 19 11
(his) ts; 2 Sam. 10 8 (bis; after ,,:l~:l) s - 1 Chr. 19 s;
2 Kings 9 11, where the object of the principal verb is indefinite,
18 27 - Isa. 36 12; Isa. 61 1-s (sexiens, once before mtd) 66 ;
Jer. 19 a 36 21 37 7; Zecb. 1 10 7 2; 1 Chr. 18 10 (his);
2 Chr. 2419 34s; Pi.: Gen. 323 191s; Exod. 82s; 2 Kings 242;
Ezek. 516.
~'Pi.: 1 Sam. 238.
b. Cause to approach, depart, &c. :
:l,p, Hi.: Exod. 28 1; Lev. 7 ss; Num. 16 9 (his).
;,:l, Hi.: Lev. 20 26; Deut. 10 8 (ter).
.:1": 2 Sam. 15 16; 1 Chr. 16 87.
rl,p, Pi.: Exod. 28 8 29 1 « 30 so; 1 Sam. 7 t; Hi.: 1 Chr.
23 1s (ter).
MIC: 1 Sam. 2 s6.
T.:1J': Ezr. 7 2s; Pi.: Ps. 106 47 (bis) - 1 Chr. 16 85.
c. Give, take, &c. :
1nl: Exod. 30 ts; Lev.10 11 17u; Num.819(bis); 1 Sam.86;
Ezek. 2012.
np?: Exod.14n 2114; Num. 2311; Deut. 244; Judg. 20 to;
1 Sa.m. 812 (ter); 2 Sam. 7 s ... 1 Chr. 17 1; 2 Sa.m. 12to.
Add the related words~
"Vt:l: 1 Sam. 2 28 (ter).
rlp:l, Pi.: Isa. 40 20.
~: Deut. 23 s; 2 Kings 7 6; Ezr. 4 s \0)); Neh. 132.
2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the
object of the change:

a. cause to cling:
p.:1,, Hi.: J er. 13 u.
u r.nw~ or nrb (a) with the intenening words is probably an inter·

polation.
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b. Raise, set, &c.:
~. Hi: Hab. 112.
i"f.lt): J onah 2 1.
ml, Hi.: Gen. 2 15 (his).
~l: Exod. 36 2.
JN: Gen. 117f. (his); 1 Sam. 8 6 (comp. v. 5); 1 Chr. 16•
(ter); 2 Chr. 9 8 (comp. 1 Kings 10 9).
-my, Hi.: Ezr. 3 8;· Neh. 6 1; 1 Chr. 16 16 19 21 22 2; 2 Chr.
8 14 (his) 31 2 (ter).
,pi): Jer. 153 (quater); Hi.: Josh. 10 18j Jer. 110 (sexieos~
C~: 1 Sa.m. 8 5 (comp. v. 6); 1 Kings 10 9 (comp. 2 Chr. 9s);
2 Chr. 2318.
Similarly
~: 2 Chr. 22 1.
3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making in general, ro
indicate the object of such activity:
"U': Ps. 10·426.
~: Exod. 2842 3618; 1 Kings 718 2249 (48) 81 ; 2 Chr.2I7
412 13 26 15.

4. After any verb describing an operation, to indicate the
immediate object of that operation :
Exod. 28 28 (bind, to be) 31 8-5 (fill, to devise, work) 3618
(fasten, to be); Deut. 6 24 (fear, to keep alive)~'~; Judg. 1 u
(incite, to ask); 2 Sa.m. 7 29 - 1 Chr. 17 27 (bless, to be);
Ezek. 16 33 (bribe, to come) 3021 (bind, to be strong); Ps.10539
(spread, to give light) 106 4 r. (remember, to see, to rejoice,
boast); Prov. 22 21 (cause to know, to return); Job 2 8 (incite,
to destroy) 36 20 (desire, to remove?); Eccl. 3 18 (test, to see).

ITI. When the subject of the dependent is at the same time,
in an oblique case, loosely connected with the main clause:
1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the
object of the change:
•• For nNat .,., r, n~• nWJ,
17 The infinitive ia here coordinated with a noun,
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a. When the change is voluntary, after:
KQ: Gen. 6 20 (comp. v. 19).
t)W, Hithpol.: 2 Chr. 16 9,
b. When the change is involuntary, after verbs signifying:
(1) Bring, send, &c.:
ltlll, Hi.: 2 Sam. 13 11 17 29.
;-b'p, Hi.: 1 Sam. 19 15.
~p: 1 Sam. 28 t5; Ps. 50 •; Dan. 22.
J"'brr: Gen. 38 2o; Ezek. 17 7; 2 Chr. 22 28 16. In Ezek. 1715
the main clause has the accusative (limit of motion) of the
country for the dative of the people.
Add the related word,
"')t), Hi.; Ps. 78
(2) Give, take, &c.:
~!l: Deut. 7 6 14 2 18 5 21 5 (his); 1 Chr. 15 2 (his) 28 •;
2 Chr. 6 56 29 11 (ter).
}N: Gen.15 7 28 HO (his); Exod. 5 21 22 6 9 2412; Lev. 20 2•;
Nnm. 33 53 35 2; Dent. 1 21; Josh. 1u 7 7 24 •; 1 Kings 3 9
18 9j 2 Kings 1216j Isa. 50•; Jer. 3289 438 (his; after l~~;
Eccl. 3to; Est. 4 s (ter); Dan. 1111; Ezr. 9 9 (his); Neh. 9 2•
se; 2 Chr. 34to (his) 11 (bis) 35 12.

2•.

Add the word
~' Pi., with -,, in the sense of confer: Exod. 32 29 88 ;
Lev. 16 32 2lto; Num. 3 s.

2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the
object of the change:
~: Gen. 30 n; Ho.: Gen. 24 88.
n10l,
1 Kings 8 58 (his).

m.:

Also

"1W, Hi.: Isa. 50•;

Ezr. 1 5.

3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making in general, to
indicate the object of such activity:
11

For mC, 6.1 have

m.

Comp. GK, § 114p.
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Ml:l: 1 Chr. 17 '·
:mt~: Exod. 28 ' 31 10 35 19.
4. After any verb describing an operation, to indicate the
immediate object of that operation:
Exod. 13 21 (lead, give light, to go); Josh. 11 20 (strengthen,
to meet); J udg. 9 24 (strengthen, to slay); 2 Sam. 20 9 (seize.
to kiss); Prov. 7 4£. (call, to keep}; Job 37 7 (seal, to know).
5. After

iT'n, expressed or understood:

a. When the- subject of the infinitive is represented by a
noun belonging with the copula: Gen. 47 24 .. ; Josh. 11 20;
Isa. 23 1s. In Lev. 10 9-n (bis) 70 26 11; 2 Sam.16 2; Ps. 331&f.
(bis) 1016; 1 Chr. 9s2; 2 Chr. 46 the copula is to be supplied.
b. When the subject of the infinitive is represented by a
suffix belonging with the copula: Gen. 47 2 4; 1 Kings 8 2t;
2 Kings 15 19; Isa. 49 s; Ezek. 20 12; Hosea 8 u; Hab. 31'
(comp. Kittel); Neh.1s. In Gen. 33s; Exod. 311Sj Jer. 2211;
Ezek. 12 2 (bis); 2 Chr. 2619 the copula is to be supplied.

-.ac

6. After nouns, where the insertion of iT'n
is required
to complete the meaning: Exod. 39 41; Deut. 1 ss; Isa. 49 5;
Ezek. 2020.

IV. When the subject of the infinitive is a word not found
in the principal clause:
1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the
object of the change:

rbrJ,

Pi.: Mal. 2 4 (comp. Bewer).

11:3, Hi.: Deut. 4 42, in the sense of set apart.
tf"rp, Hi: 2 Chr. 7 1s.
np~: Ezek. 1714. (bis).
•• Here, and in 2 Chr. 4 e, the phraae containing the subject followl,
instead. of preceding, the infinitive. ID the Greek of Gen. 471& both are
wanting.
70 For a,.wm 8am. U have the equivalent of c,.am, Comp. GK,
§ 114p.
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Num. 35

6j

Jer. 29 26.
-ml: 2 Chr. 6 5

Josh. 20

8j

9 Kings 16

19j
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Isa. 4:9

6j

6.

2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the
object of the change;
-,, Hi.: Ezr. 11 - 2 Chr. 36 93 (comp. 1 Kings 2 27).
3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making
indicate the object of nch activity:
nl:l: 1 Kings 8 18 16j 2 Chr. 6 2 5.

m general,

to

4:. After any verb describing an operation to indicate the
immediate object of that operation:

Judg. 923f. (deal treacherously, to come, return) 71 ; Isa. 102
(rob, to be); Ezek. 21 28 (28) (recall, to be taken) 22 8 (outpour,
to come).
6. After iT'n, expressed or understood:
a. When it means become: Exod. 4:0 15, where it is followed
. by its own infinitive in the sense of be.11
b. When it means be: Josh. 90 9. In 2 Sam. 16 2 (bis);
EccL 3 18 the copula is to be supplied.
6. After nouns, where the insertion of iT'n YM is required
to complete the meaning:
Num. 36 15; Isa. 4:9 6.
V. When the subject of the dependent clause is indefinite
and the verb may often be rendered by the English passive:
1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the
object of the change:

a. When the change is voluntary, with:
Kr': 2 Kings 12 18 71•

D""' =, DD,

n For
r.
::nw'J,_
n On M•m, eee KG, § l«b.
n l!'or "Rtlf/ r., with ILJI, ~r:ft.
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b. When the change is involnntary, with nrba signifying:
(1) Bring, send, &c.:
Me, Hi.: Exod. 25 u. 36 3; Lev. 7 80 10 15; Ho.: Gen. 43 1s
(ter).
la", Hi.: 2 Kings 12 12f.
-no, Ho.: 1 Sam. 211; Dan. 1211.
rDrJ: Nup1. 16 12 21 82 22 87j 2 Sam. 10 2; 1 Kings 18 1o;
2 Kings 1 6; Pi.: 1 Sam. 31 s - 1 Chr. 10 9; 2 Chr. 32 s1.
(2) Gather, separate, &c.:

~!l, Ni.: 1 Chr. 23 13.
r!lp: 2 chr. 24 5.
C'"Tp, Hi.: Judg. 17 8j 1 Chr. 26

21.

(3) Give, take, &c.:

np?: Exod. 27 20.
!l,l, Hith.: Ezr. 2 68,
llU: Gen. 2432; Exod. 3015; Lev.1821; 1 Sam.21s;
2 Kings 22 6; Ezek. 2116 {11) 74 ; 2 Chr. 35 12.
.,!l: 1 Kings 8 16; 2 Chr. 6 s.
-otl, Ni.: Est. 7 4 (ter).

nlp: 2 Kings 12 13 22 6.
2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the
object of the change:

J':l,

Hi.: 1 Kings 5 32 6 19 711 •
ll1l: Exod. 40 30; 2 Chr. 4 6.
'm)1, Ho.: Lev. 1610 {bis).
~: Ezek. 3021.
3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making in general, to
indicate the object of such activity:

nl!l: 1 Chr. 22 t9; 2 Chr. 2 5 (s).
n~: Exod. 27 3 28 3 30 1s 35 19 36
1 Chr. 23 5; 2 Chr. 4 20 7 e.

1s;

1 Kings 7 16;

" For ~~ Kittel auggeate rml)~ or ftlWI~.
n For tm r.
See GK, § 66i.

rum.
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4. After any nrb describing an operation, to indicate the
immediate object of that operation:
Exod. 29 83 (make atonement, to install, consecrate);
Judg. ·16 6 (be bound, to torment); lea. 60 11 (be open, to
bring); Jer. 32 39 (fear, to be well); Ezek. 21 16 (n) (be
polished, to give) 28 (recall, to be caught) 30 21 (be bound, to
give); Ps. 67 s (2) (cause to shine, to know) 102 211'. (release,
to tell); Dan. 9 24 (be determined, to finish, complete, atone
for, bring, seal, anoint) 1135 (stumble, to refine, purify, whiten);
1 Chr. 22 2 (hew, to build) 78•
5. After i'T'n, expressed or understood:
a. When the copula stands alone: J udg. 3 4.
b. When the verb is supplemented by a prepositional phrase:
Exod. 25 27 29 29 (his); 2 Chr. 26 15 36 20 t. In Ruth 4 7 the
copula is to be supplied.
6. After nouns, where the insertion of n~n ~M is required
to complete the meaning: Exod. 25 21; Num. 29 5; Isa. 49 6;
Ezek. 22 20 77 ; Prov. 11-s (ter).
There are a few instances in which an indefinite participle
takes the place of an infinitive. A good illustration of this
usage is found in 2 Sam. 10 s, with the participle, properly
rendered, those who should comfort, compared with v. 2, where
the same verb, send, is followed by the infinitive, to comfort.
Other clear cases are 1 Chr. 16 4 1 where the participial expression, those who should serve, is followed by three infinitives
coordinate, with it and with one another, as they are rendered
in the English Version. See, also, 2 Chr. 20 29 (his) and,
finally, Ezek. 39141 where, because the Greek Version has an
infinitive for the second of the two participles (Q~), some
would make the Hebrew text conform to that reading. Such
a change, however, is forbidden by the evident fact that those
who shall pass through and those who shall bury are different
parties. This should have been made clearer, as perhaps it was
Te Note that, in several of the1e pa81agea, the verb of the principal
cla111e is passive.
11 For nDp r., with tJC, ni!IJ".
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originally, by inserting a couneetive between the two participles.
See Toy, SBOT.
In the foregoing pages care has been taken to note numeroa
instances in which a verb was followed by two or more infinitives with~; but this has been done only when the infinitives
were coordinates, that is, when they were all immediately subordinate to the leading verb, and denoted as many more or
less distinct objects of the act or state thereby described. The
number of such infinitives after a given verb is generally not
more than two, as in Gen. 23 2, the same being connected by
~; but sometimes, aa in Isa.. 61 1-8, there are as many as six,
and the counective is entirely omitted. In Exod. 32 6 and
Jer. 7 18 an infinitive absolute takes the place of the second
infinitive construct with ~. In 1 Sam. 8 n f. the infinitive with
; is coordinated with a preceding perfect consecutive.
There is a class of examples of the plural use of ~ as a
final particle in which a first infinitive denoting purpose is
followed by one or more others subordinate to it or in more
or less regular subordination one to another. In such a series
an infinitive with ~ may serve, not only to denote a purpose,
but to introduce the aim or object of the act or state which it
at the same time describes. When so used it requires a plural
classification. Thus it happens that Deut. 9 1, for example, is
cited twice under I. 1, a (1), while Num. 16 9 appears under
I. 1, b (3) and 2, a (1) and also under TI. 1, b.
There are not many examples of this class, but the combinations they represent are comparatively numerous. The following have been noted:
1. When the first infinitive has for its subject the subject of
the main clanse:

a. A second, subordinate to it, having the same subj~
follows: Gen. 1 1; Num. 18 22, where the purpose is negative;
Dent. 9 1 11 81 20 4 18 19 28 12.,30 1s; Josh. ln; Judg. l51o 12
18 9 19 1s; 1 Sam. 13 10 29 u; 2 Sam. 19 21 26; 1 Kings 8u
12 21; 2 Kings 17 n; Jer. 18 20 37 12 44 12 ub; Ezek. 3 ts
22 20; Jonah 4 6j ~b. 2 9; Zech. 2 6 (2); 2 Chr. 20 36 32 31.
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b. It has two others in successive subordination: 2 Sam.l91&;
Job 3825-27; Neh. 42.
c. It has two others, subordinate to it, but co6rdinate with
each other: Isa. 302; Jer. 16 e.
d. It has a coordinate, and the two together have a subordinate, with the same subject: Isa. 56 6; Jer. 51st.
e. It is followed by a subordinate having for its subject the
object of the first: Exod. 29 1; Prov. 222ot.; N eh. 12 27.

f. It is followed by three others, subordinate to it, but
coordinate with one another, having for their common subject
the object of the first: 1 Sam. 812.
g. It has two subordinates, both of which have its object for
their common subject, while the second has a subordinate with
the same subject: Num. 16 e.
h. It has a co6rdinate, with the same subject, and the two
have a subordinate whose subject is the direct object of the
first and the indirect object of the second: Exod. 13 21.

i. It has a subordinate whose subject appears in an oblique
case in connection with the second: Gen. 15 7; Deut. 1 27 ss;
Josh. 7 7; 2 Chr. 35 12.
j. It has a coordinate, and the two have a subordinate with

an indefinite subject: Ps. 102 20-22.
2. When the first infinitive has for its subject the object of
the main clause:
a. A subordinate with the same subject follows: Exod. 36 2;
Lev. 10 t7; Ezek. 44:7.
b. It has two coordinates, with the same subject the second
of which has subordinate with the same subject: Deut. 10 e.
c. It has a subordinate whose subject is the object of the
first: Exod. 36 1e.
d. It has a subordinate whose subject appears in an oblique
case in connection with the first: Ezek. 2012.
e. It has a subordinate with an indefinite subject: 1 Chr. 222;
2 Chr. 2615.
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3. When the first infinitive has a subject which appears in
an oblique case in the main clause:
a. It has a subordinate with the same subject: Deut. 18 s;
1 Kings 3 &; Ezr. 1 s; 2 Ch. 2 2.
b. It has a subordinate whose subject appears in an oblique
case in connection with the first: Josh. 1120.
c. It has a subordinate with an indefinite subject: Jer. 32 ai.

4. When the first infinitive has a subject not represented in
the main clause:
a. It has an antithetical coordinate, with "n~:l~ and the same
subject, and the two are followed by two otbers in succesaiTe
subordination, with the same subject: Ezek. 17 tat.
b. It has a subordinate whose subject is the object of the
first: Ecel. 3ts.
5. When the first infinitive has an indefinite subject:
a. It has a. subordinate with the same subject: Judg. 3•;
9 Kings 1212r. 22 6j Ezek. 2116 (u).
b. It has a. subordinate whose subject is the object of the
first: Exod. 28 a.
c. It is followed by three others, subordinate to it, but coordinate with one anotber, whose common subject is the object
of the first: 1 Chr. 23 18.
d. It is followed by two others in successive subordination,
each of which has for its subject the object of the first: Eze)r
30 21.
e. It has a subordinate with a. subject not previously introduced: 1 Kings 8 16 - 2 Chr. 6 25.
The infinitive with ~ is sometimes followed by a simple imperfect denoting a purpose. In such cases the two clauses may
or may not be connected by t
1. When the connective is omitted, the second clause may be:
a. A substantial repetition of the first: Lev. 16 so; 2 Chr. 4&.
b. Simply coordinate with the first: Jer. 411.
2. When the connective is employed, the second clause may be:
a. A substantial repetition of the first: 1 Sam. 2 s; laa. 13 •
45 u 60ts; Prov. 62; Job 342s.
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b. In antithesis with the first: J osh. 20 11 22 21; Isa. 45 1b
49 s; Ruth 4 10; all with tO.
c. Simply coordinate with the first: Num. 14 s; Isa. 10 2;
Job 3317.
d. Subordinate to the first: N um. 8 111 (with N?); 2 Sam. 24 21,
The preposition

? is employed to denote aim or object:
B. With a noun.

The abstract noun, in Hebrew, as in other languages, is
nearly related to the infinitive. Many abstract nouns are, in fact,
merely infinitives with a feminine ending. It is therefore not
strange that, even in this form, they should, like infinitives, be
found in final constructions. A concrete term may be used in
the S&me manner. In the latter case the given expression may
often be interpreted, as the equivalent of mn? with the noun
as its predicate. See Deut. 4 20; 2 Sam. 7 8; ete. The relative
frequency of the two classes of nouns in expressions denoting
purpose will appear in the following classification, which, exept
for this addition and the distinction based on the nature of the
final clause, will follow the same lines as that under A.
A noun denoting purpose is employed:
L After verbs:
1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the
object of the change:
a. When the change is voluntary, after verbs signifying:
(1) Come, go &c.:
M'O; Abs.: Num.4s (for service; comp. v.2s where the cognate infinitive is used with the noun), so, ss (bis), s9 (bis), •s (bis);
Jud. 5 2s (bis), 2 Sam. 15 2; 1 Ohr. 19 1; 2 Ohr. 201.
"}?n; Abs.: Deut. lOn; 1 Sam. 111s; Jer. 7s; Ps. 80s (2);
Con.: 1 Kings 22 4.9.
~; Abs.: Num. 3127 (comp. v. s, where the verb takes the
participial form and is followed by the noun in the genitive);
Deut. 201; Judg. 20 a; 1 Kings 20 18 (bis); Isa. 51' (see Kittel);
Jer. 37 1; Hab. 31s (bis); Ps. 10423 (bis); Con.: Num. 22 82.71
11

Sam hae i~\'·?·
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'n'; Aba.: 2 Kings 1018; Isa. 311.
~'; Aba.: Gen. 31s2; Num. 32 21; Josh. 418.

rb'p;

Aba.: Joah. 2212; Judg. 4s; 1 Kings 2026;1sa. 7x 152;
Cou.: Lev. 2 12.
Ni.; Aba.: Lev. 131, in the seuae of come.
Add, also,
Pa. 10421.
(2) Haste, flee, &e. ;
~n~ Ni.; Con.: Prov. 2822.
l"'n; Aba.: Pa. 22 20 (19) 38 2s (22) 40 u, (xs) 70 2 (1).
O'll; Aba.: lsa.108 206.

nan,

•=

(3) Approach, depart, &e.:
e*p~ Pi.; Aba.: Pa. 63 10 (9), where the noun is of doubtful
genuineness; Con.: 2 Bam. 3 11.
e'll; Aba.: Judg. 20 2s; 2 Bam. 1018.
:l,p; Aba.: Deut. 208; Isa. 41x; Mal3s.
'\OM, Ni.; Aba.: Judg.162s; 2 Ba.m. 239.
b. When the change ia involuntary, after verba signifying:
(1) Bring, send, &e.:
MO, Hi.; Aba.: Exod. 35 21 (his); Jer. 3916 (his); Con.: Exod.
35 21; Lev. 482j 2 Chr. 29 s2; ~'with :1: Lev. 16 3 (his).
et"U; Con.: Ezek. 36s."
la", Hi.; Aba.: Neh. 915.

~'' Hi.; Aba.: Ezek. 23 87.
rb'p, Hi; Con.: Gen. 222, 18.
~p; Aba.: Isa. 13 8.
:lm', Hi.; Aba.: Num. 1725 (xo).
'PD'JI, Pi.; Aba.: 1 Bam. 23 s.
(2) Cause to approach, depart, &e.:
:l,p, Hi.; Con.: Lev. 1s 4 8 22 21 ; N um. 6 14. (ter) 16 1 28 21;
Ezek. 4322.
~. Hi.; Aba.: Deut. 29 20; 1 Chr. 25 1; Con.: 1 Kings 8 sa.
,. For

D., Toy r., not, a eecond infinitive after lJD.,.
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Jer.12s.

!1t'Y; Con.: 1 Chr. 16 ss.
rhp, Hi.; Abs.: Jer.12s.
~.Hi.; Con.: Jer. 5218 (bis).

'\OM; Abs.: 1 Sam. 17 1; Zech. 14 2.
r!1p; Abs.: 1 Sam. 28t.
(3) Give take, &c.
m?; Con.: Neh. 54.
np?; Con.: Gen. 25 20; Lev. 9 s (ter); 1 Sa.m. 81s (ter); Job
4028.
"1:)0; Con.: Exod. 217; Ni.: Ps. 10517.
liU; Abs.: Gen. 13o; Exod. 1615; Isa. 34 2; Jer. 24 9; 80 Ezek.
154,8 295 394; Ezr.82o; Neh.91520 10ss(32); Con.: Gen.
16 s 17 s 23 9; Isa. 81s {bis) 49 6; Jer. 17 3 31s5 (bis); Ezek.1619
4319; Ps. 136 21; Neh. 10 s4 (ss) (5t. with ?; 3t. it is to be supplied) 81 ; 2 Chr. 6 21 9 s.
nlp; Con.: Gen. 49 so 50 1s.
. ~; Abs.: Gen. 45 5 (comp. v. 7); Num. 314 6.81
~; Con.: Ps. 3312 135 •; 1 Chr. 28 4, where the construction
with
also occurs.
2. After verbs denoting a. change of position to indicate the
object of the change:
a. When the change is voluntary, especially after verbs signifying stand, sit:
!1J'I, Hith.; Con.: Num. 2222.
~. Ni.; Abs.: Amos 4 12.
'1CJ; Abs.: Num. 3512; Josh. 208; Ezek. 4424 (~e).
cnp; Abs.: 2 Sam. 18 32; Jer. 49a; Zeph. 3 s; 88 Ps. 7610(9).
~; Abs.: Ps.1225; Job384o.
iT'll, Hith. ; Abs.: Da.n. 1125.

m"m

80

:nn.,; which, however, • probably rightly omits.

8t

In three caaee, also, the connective is omitted.

n • om. ac» '·
83

For

,p r.

with •.t,

,?.,,
9
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b. When the change is involuntary, especially after verbs
signifying raise, set:
~~' Pi.; Abs.: Ps. 9 a; Hi.: Con.: 1 Chr. 22 a (ter), 292 (qllinquiens).
nu, Hi.; Abs.: Exod. 16 ~a, ss, 84.
'mJ, Hi.; Abs.: 2 Chr.19s (his).
'1pJ), Hi.; Con.: 1 Chr. 26 a2 (bis).e.
~; Abs.: Jer. 2110 (his) 24 6 44 n; Amos 9 4 (his); Hab.
1

.u.
nriD; Con.: 1 Sam. 1517; 2 Sam. 2 4.

:un, Hi.;

Con.: Gen. 22 s.
3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making, to indicate the ,
object of such activity:
n~; Con.: Josh. 2228 (his), 211 (ter).
~; Abs.: Isa. 437.
"U"; Con.: Isa. 49 5.
~; Abs.: Gen. 116 (his); Exod. 28 2 (his), 40 (his); 1 Sam.
8 16; Ezek. 21 20 36 22 (after lJC~; Ps. 136 se. (his); 1 Chr.
i7 26; Con.: Exod. 29 41, where a. noun with; is followed by
an. appositive without it; Num. 15 24 (his) 28 8 29 2, 585, 6 31
(qua.ter); J osh. 25!28 (his); Ps. 104111.
?,J); Abs.: Prov. 16 •; Con.: Prov. 16 '·
4. After a.ny verb describing a.n operation, to indicate the
immediate object of that operation:
Exod. 16 82 (fill, for preservation); Num. 31 s (equip, {or
service), 32 20 (equip, for war); Deut. 6 ~'; J er. 32 311 (fear, for
good); Deut. 1018 (observe, for good); 2 Sam. 22 40- Ps. 18~
(311) (gird, for war); J er. 25 7 (provoke, for evil), 44 21 (watch,
for evil, good); Ezek. 21 20 88, sa (polish, for slaughter); Pa.
69 22 (21) (give drink, {or thirst), 104 14 (make spring, for use);
2 Chr. 3 6 (overlay, for beauty).
Con.: Exod. 29 25; Lev. 3 16 4 81 17 6; Num. 18 11 (burn,
•• The aecond ~ is to be supplied.
u For Ml)n r., with Sam. •.t ,..,m; also ve. u, 1e, n, a, 16,-. 11, -.a
•• For MtlPI) r. MD'IC, as in v. a.
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for a sweet savor); Mic. 7 12 (lie in wait, for blood); Ps. 59 4 (8)
(lie in wait, for soul), 104 a (make spring, for castle), 21 (go
roaring, for prey), 105 811 (spread, for covering).
6. After 7'1"11, expressed or understood:
a. When it connects the noun with a verb to which the
same might have been more directly attached :
Aba.: Gen.1211 621; Num.102(bis) 1911; Con.: Gen.114 (ter),
15 9 18 1711 3144; Exod. 30 16; Lev. 24 1; Num. 17 8 (16 88);
Ezek. 2020.
b. When it connects the noun directly with a subject:
Aba.: Exod. 40 u; Lev. 25 s; Num. 14 8j Ezek. 2187 34 s, 8
(his), 10, 22. In Lev. 11 811; Jer. 43 n (ter); 1 Chr. 26 211 the
copula is to be supplied.
Con.; Gen.1u 47 24. (his); Num. 3512,15; ha. 2318; Ezek.
45 5; Pa. 31 s (2) (his). In Lev. 5 a; Prov. 17 8 (his); Ecet 6 1;
1 Chr. 22 1 26 211 (his) 28 21 the copula is to be supplied.
c. When the copula (understood) is supplemented by a prepositional phrase:
Abs.: 1 Chr. 25 e 28 21.

II. After nouns:
Abs.: Jer. 18 28; 1 Chr. 23 26 1 28 24111.
Con.: Gen. 227; Exod. 258f. (quinquiens), 21: Lev. 38 821,
28; Num. 7ts, 15,87 15u. 1725 (1o).
The cases in which a first noun, with ;, denoting purpose is
followed by one or more others in the same construction have
been noted, with the number in each paseage. It remains to
show that, although the final clauses are thus co5rdinated, their
relation to one another is not always the same, and to classify
them according to these various relations.
1. The additional clause or clauses may simply increase the
number of items in an enumeration; in which case:
a. They are usually connected by l:
(1) There are two nouns thus connected: Exod. 28 2; Num.
10 2; Iaa. 8 1s; Jer. 52 16; 2 Chr. 19 8, In 1 Chr. 26 s2 the
preposition is wanting with the second noun, and in J oah. 22 28,
9•
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28 both items are negative.
In Judg. 1623 and Isa. 23 ts a
noun is thus coordinated with an infinitive.
(2) There are three nouns in the series: Gen. lt4; Exod.
35 21; 1 Sam. 8 13.
(3) There are four items: Num. 29 39.
b. The connective is omitted between the last two of three
items: Josb. 22 29; 1 Chr. 22 s.
2. The additional clause is a mere repetition, without the
connective: Judg. 5 23; Hab. 313 (comp. Kittel).
3. The additional clause is in parallelism to the first, without
the connective: Ps. 3ls (2), with ,, in the sense of even; Ps.
104 2S.
4. The additional noun is an appositive, without ; or the
connective: Exod. 29•1; Lev. 247; Num 286 81 ; 296.81
5. The additional clause or clauses explain the first:
a. There is one such explanatory clause, without the con·
nective: Num. 4s5, 39. There is an infinitive in the place of
the second noun: N um. 4 s, so, 43 35 15; 1 Sam. 28 1; Isa. 20 6
49 6. In J er. 4411 the infinitive is preceded by ., in the sense
of even.
b. There are two explanatory clauses, connected by ,: 1 Chr.

26

29.

c. There are eight nouns in the series, three of which want
four ,, and two both the preposition and the connective:
Neb. lOss (s2)f.
6. The additional clause is in antithesis with the first: Jer.
21to 39 16 44 21. In Lev. 22 21 an infinitive and a noun are
in an alternative relation, with 1M.

?,

The construction with '1:'?~7
In the course of the discussion of the preposition ; as a final
particle there has been occasion to call attention to the use of
the negative in the same connection. Two distinct cases have
occurred. One of them is that of such passages as Lev. 17.,
87 •

om. the second noun.
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Bring it not unto the door of the tabernacle of the congregation
to offer it to Yahweh. The negative (N~ in this sentence precedes the leading verb, and, in accordance with a principle already stated, denies not only a given purpose, but the act that
might have been done with such an end in view,- the whole
construction. The other case is that of such passages as Jer.
411, A dry wind from the hills of the desert (cometh), not to
fan, and not to cleanse. Here the coming of the wind is asserted; the negative, placed immediately before the infinitive,
denies that it comes for a familiar purpose. The actual mission of the wind would naturally be stated in a corresponding
positive construction. The prophet, however, chooses a more
emphatic form of expression, saying, not but to scatter, but,
v. ta, abandoning his figure, Woe unto us, for we are spoiled.
The negative, then, when it immediately precedes the infinitive,
denies only the dependent clause. There is, moreover, an antithesis, expressed or implied, between two objects for either
of which the given act might have been performed.
There remains to be noticed a third case, that in which a
virtual negative is employed with ~ to denote purpose: for ~n?:b
is a compound of the preposition with ~J;\~~. the construct of
,?.~, from i1~~. wear out, the noun having, with the lapse of
tilDe, become a mere particle, meaning not or except. The
compound is almost as variously used as the simple preposition.
It is especially frequent in the expression of the relations of
result and concomitance, when these require a negative; so that
one must always be on one's guard against mistaking its real
meaning.
When ~,;~~ is employed in a sentence involving purpose it
introduces a dependent clause whose verb may be either an
infinitive or an imperfect. The preceding clause is always affirmative. The arrangement is thus the same as that in the
second case above described, with the exception that the preposition and the negative change places. This fact explains the
distinction that exists between them, the distinction between
not to and to not. The compound particle indicates that the
act performed, as described in the main clause, is performed
with a view to the avoidance or the prevention of the event of
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the dependent clause. The antithesis implied is not between
two possible results, but between different attitudes toward the
same outcome. The force of the particle, therefore, is mnch the
same as that of an emphatic not before the preposition ro; but
it can best be brought out in English by rendering it with an
emphatic prevent or avoid, as will appear from the following
list of passages, including all in the Old Testament in which it
e&n with confidence be claimed that ~n;~; denotes purpose.
The compound ~n;~;, u would naturally be expected, is used:
1. With the Infinitive, both when the subject remains the
same and when it is changed.
The following examples have been noted; Gen. 4 15, which
may be rendered, either, that anyone who met him tnighl not
slay him, or, to prevent anyone who met him from slaying hiM,
.as he feared; 38 9 to avoid giving seed ro his brother, as he
should; Num. 32 9 (comp. v. 1, with JD); 1.Kings 15 11- 2 Chr.
16 1; 2 Kings 23 10 88 ; Jer. 17 23 (bis) 88 : 19 15 32 ~; Ezek:. 13 22
17 a 20 9, a, 22 ( comp. Isa. 48 n) 24 s 10 29 ts 46 20.
It is noticeable that this COI18truction is most frequent in the
book of Ezekiel, where, also, the looseness of the connection
between the dependent and the principal clause is most apparent. In Ezek. 17 14 it is col)rdinated with one ha'fing a simple
;, and in 20 9 with
and a noun. In the same book there
are two ill8tances, 13 22 and 46 20, in which it is followed by a
dependent infinitive with the simple preposition.
2. With the Imperfect.
In this usage the particle always has a final signification.
The examples that occur are: Exod. 2020; 2 Sam. 1414; also
Jer. 2314 and 2718, where the text needs correction.'1
Note. In modem Hebrew the compound ;~7 is quite common as a final conjunction, with the force of that not; but it il
not found in the Old Teata.m.ent, or even in the Mishna.h.

we'

" Here, for once, the Maaaoretio text repeats '1, but 4 MSS. omit it.
ea For J1CJ' r., with •tJ, ,l:lf'.
to According to Kittel an interpolation.
et In both eaaet, through the eareleunesa of a scribe, the preformatift,
being the tame aa the final letter of the particle, was onrlooked. See
BDB., art. n~;.
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i19?

A further extension of the idea of purpose, when the construction should contain a negative, is furnished by the use of
the compound, ;"11:);, for what, that is, w~y. One can hardly
my that this word introduces the apodosis of an intentional
sentence. It is employed, oftenest after a voluntative, in a
rhetorical question implying negation which may, without changing the quality of the construction, be made the apodoais of
such a sentence. The Greek Version, in a majority of cases, renders it by p.tj, or f,a 1"7, or IA'fro-r•. The English expresaions lut
and that not are hardly strong enough to reproduce its meaning. The English Version preserves the Hebrew idiom by using
whg or wherefore wherever the combination in question occurs.
The interrogative form is a kind of protest against a result
regarded aa certain if a given action is not taken, a result
which the person addressed cannot be supposed to intend.

no;

The construction with
is found after:
1. An Imperative:
Gen. 27 ~. Why should (lest) I be bereft of you both in
one day? 4715, where the adverb is preceded by,, to indicate
the close relation between the question and the just made
demand; 1 Sam.17 111; i Sam. 222; 2 Kings 1410, also with,;
Jer. 2718, 11; Ezek. 18 s1, with ,, 33 11, with ,; Joel 2 11; Cant.
17, where • rl takes the place of the connective; 2 Chr. 2518,19.
In 2 Sam. 2 22 the clause with ;rr:b is followed by one with
(then MW), which might be rendered, and I be unable, &e.
2. A jusaive. or a cohortative:
Jer. 40 15; Eccl. 55 (6); 716, 17.
3. A question implying a negative:
There thus results a pair of questions each of which has
;m;, as in Exod. 32 12; Wherefore burneth thy wrath against
thy people? Why should the Egyptians say, &c.; which is
clearly equivalent to: Let not ....., lest, &c. See, also, 1 Chr.
t1 s.
4. The verb lr\\ like ll): Dan. 110, where ,rla. takes the
place of,, as does · rJ in Cant. 1 7.

ran
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5. The verb "10M, like J~: 2 Chr. 32 '• where, as in Gen. 26 t,
a protasis is to be supplied.
Note. The use of 'lJ"~ in a sense similar to that of i'ID; in
protests has been noted above. A clearer case is Iaa. 48 u,
where it is found coordinated with a6'l and in an explanatory
relation to lJ1C;.
The construction with lQ
The preposition JC is often, and properly, contrasted with~.
since these particles are in some respects almost diametrically
distinct the one from the other. The contrast, however, is not
always perfect; nor is it in all cases of the same character.
The latter originally meant toward. Ont of this signification
arose its use to denote purpose. The former has no shade of
meaning that exactly corresponds to this; hence it cannot be
employed as a strict negative, when ; indicates the immedi&te
object of a given act. It is, by reason of its derivation, precisely
adapted to denote the cause, the source, in distinction from the
aim, of activity. It is so used in Dent. 7 s. Where; would
denote mere concomitance, JC may be employed to express the
reverse of an idea, as it is in Isa. 58 18.81 It is oftenest, aa
opposed to ; meaning to, nsed to denote a negative result of a
peculiar kind, an excluded result, after verbs of hindering and
separating. Thus, Exod. 14 b; Lev. 26 18. These and similar
passages are sometimes best translated into English by {rOff&
and the proper verbal noun in inf. Closely related to this construction is the intentional. In fact, the intentional construction
is the one just described, dependent on a more or less evident
expression of the will; one, therefore, denoting that the given
result is intentionally excluded. The relation between the two
is so close that it is not always easy to decide which idea was
in the writer's mind. In such cases one must adopt the interpretation that is most in harmony with the context.
The distinction between the construction with lC and those
related to it that have already been discussed is quite apparent.
That with l~ is the only one with which it is likely to be cont2 With •· r. nlWJC twice.
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fused. There is, however, between them the difference between
a result that will not, and one that can not, issue, if the intention of the agent is ful1illed. Where tO seems to supply the
place of tJ), the note of anxiety which is heard in the latter is
wanting. It is further distinguished from other words used in
similar constructions by the fact that, as one would expect, it
occurs almost exclusively after verbs of hindering and separating. The following are the most important examples that occur
in the Old Testament:
The preposition tO, introducing a result purposely excluded,
is used:
I. With the infinitive, both when the subject remains the same
and when it is changed:
1. After verbs denoting precaution:
~: Ps. 39 2 (1), I will keep my way, that I sin not; Ni.,
with ~: Gen. 31 29 (comp. v. 2•, with tJ)); Exod. 1912 83 ; without
~: 2 Kings 6 9.
,Jl: Ps. 34 a.
Here belongs, also, Job 34 so, if in v. 29, for "rr, one should,
with Duhm, rend ~ or -r~.
2. After verbs denoting hindrance, separation, &c.:
Mll, Hi.: Num. 321 (comp. v. 9, with ~n~:l~) .
.,C, Hi.: Prov. 28 9.H
)nJ): Job 332• (comp. v. 28).
:l,rl, Hi.: Ps. 106 23.
3. After expressions describing the reverse of natural operations:
l:ll* qtM): Isa. 3315.
fOM, Pi. (:l~): 2 Chr. 3613.
-,r~n q"Y): Ps. 69 2• (2a).
,:l~, Hi. (}TM): Zech. 7 11.
(~): Isa. 33 15.
,:lJ1, Hi. (fJ1) : Ps. 119 s1.

,,l

n For

m» r. rn~Jc.

" .tfi -

"1'~11"~·
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<l~Jt):

n~p.

Isa. 33 15.

m. <'l~: 2 Chr. 36t7.

II. With the Imperfect.
There is only one example Deut. 3311, that they rise rwt,
where }J) is inadmissible, since the act described is not merely
imminent, but in process of accomplishment.
m. With a noun or an adjective.
The examples that occur are similar to those under L h
fact, they may be regarded aa elliptical expressions of the same
class, since they can hardly be rendered into English without
supplying a verb. Thus, in Jer. 226 (his) the clause, rendered
literally, Withhold thy foot from barefoot must be recast into
something like, Withhold thy foot, that it go not (n!);o) barefoot. See, also, Jer. 48 2 (comp. v. -&2); Ps. 83 5 (-&}. In the
last passage the intentional value of }Q is attested by the fact
that it is coordinated with

am.

The conatruction with

-l·

The particle that most nearly corresponds to the English
lest is }J). Ftlrst, Ewald, and Gesenius agre~ in deriving the
noun of which this word is a remnant from 11ll) and assigning
to it the original signification Anwendung. So, also, BDB. and
Konig. 86 The derivation is doubtless correct, but there is room
for doubt whether the interpretation of the derivative is defensible. The root 11ll) is intransitive. It means turn one's self,
then turn one's self toward a person or object. It sometimes
haa the sense of turn one's self from, but not as often as haa
been supposed. The noun ~ll), meaning face, the side turned
toward one (BDB.), probably contains a hint of the dominant
idea. of the root from which it came. The particle mUJt be
closely related to this noun. Its signification, therefore, in ita
original office, must have been Zuwendung rather than Abwendung. But Zuwendung, especially when expressed by fl,
is often equivalent to preparation and, finally, readiness to
n LG., ii. 884. Comp. Noldeke, who citee Aram. \11, ettoa.
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approach this or that person or object. This is the attitude in
which an undesirable future event would naturally be presented;
but its readiness would become imminence, and this is the term
that best relates the various shades of meaning with which lJ)
appears in the Old Testament. See especially its use with verbs
of fearing. The ~urrent interpretation of the particle, if, as in
Gesenius' Handworterbuch, eur Abwendung is treated as the
equivalent of zur Abschaffung, ignores the fact that the verb
n.lD, except in a single phrase, turn the back," is intransitive.
The dift'erence between ll) and "1'1~~~ is evident. The latter
is used when there is a positive effort to prevent or avoid a
single definite event, the former when the subject acts, or
refrains from acting, to prevent or avoid one of an indefinite
number of possible occurrences.
For the sake of completeness the passages containing verbs
of fearing, which in Hebrew, as in other languag~s, take the
particle denoting negative purpose, will be included in the
following analysis.
The conjunction W is employed:
I. With the Imperfect, as the proper form of expression for
that which is possible:
1. After verbs of fearing:
.,l: Deut. 32 27 (his, without
lan: Jer. 3819.
~~: Gen. 26 7 32 12.
2. After a simple command to exercise precaution:
narl: 2 Kings 10 2S.17
"'1121: Josh. 61s; Ni., with~: Gen. 24e 312' (comp. v. 29,
with TO); Exod. 34t2; Deut. 4 ss 6 t2f. 8 ut. (his, without'>
ll16f. 12 1s, 19, so (his) 15 9; with r/l)l~: Deut. 4 15-19 (his);
with 'rJI)l ,~ ~: Deut. 49.18
Here, perhaps, belongs Job 36ts, where, for :"190 "::!, Kittel
would r.

'>·

noq.

Josh. 111; Jer. 21f 82aa.
Kittel r. Ni
" On "mWl, with ~M or ~IC'I. See pp. 86, 98.

M

11
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2 After any verb, declarative or voluntative, that embodies

a. precautionary measure:
a.. When the main clause is declarative it may be either af.
firma.tive or negative:
(1) It is affirmative: Deut. 29 12 (13), 17 (18) (his, without l),
where it is separated from the final clause by a double parenthesis (comp. Driver, i. l.); Josh. 24 27; Isa. 27 3 48 s, 7; Mal.
3 2•; Ps. 91 12."
In Job 32 13 the final clause itself is parenthetical, the main
clause being some such statement as I make mention of this,
referring to v. 12. Other cases of defective construction are:
Gen. 3 22 26 9 3131 38 u; Num. 16 s•; 1 Sam. 1319; Ps. 38n
(16). In the first of these examples the main clause, which waa
doubtless omitted in compilation, may be supplied from v. u.
In all the rest the nature of this clauses is suggested by the
preceding context, its form by the expression, I said, after
which it would be inserted.
(2) It is negative: Gen.1919; Exod. 2329 333; Dent. 722;
Ruth 4 6. Add Gen. 44 34, with a. question implying a negatiTe
answer, and Judg. 7 2, where too many for me to give is equivalent to so many that I am not able to give.
In the following examples the main clause is to be supplied
after "'t»t: Gen. 42 2 (comp. 2116, with ?M); Exod.1317; 1. Sam.
27 11.
b. When the main clause is voluntative:
(1) The verb is in the first person: Gen. 11 '• where and a.
tower ..... name is parenthetical; Exod. 110 5 s; 1 Sam. 9 s;
all affirmative.
(2) The verb is in the second person, and:
(a) Affirmative: Gen. 19 15, 17 45 9-11, a case similar to
11 '; Exod. 19 21; Josh. 2 16; Judg. 9 54 14 15 15 12, where the
English Version has, that ye will not ('n?:2?); 1 Sam. 4 9 15 s
31' (comp. 1 Chr. 10 4); 2 Sam. 12 28 15 14 20 6 100; Isa. 6 19;
Jer. 4 4 6 8 (his) 2112 51 45 f. 101 ; Amos 56; Ps. 2 12 7 3 (2) 13'
tt In Prov. 5 s 11:1 is a mistake for a negative.
For am:1 r. am:l'.

100
101

For 11:1' r., with J. 11:1.
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(a) (his, the second without 1) 50 22; Prov. 2516, 11 26 5 30 8f.
(his); 1 Chr. 104 (comp. 1 Sam. 314).
{b) Negative, with ;N: Num. 1626j Deut. 927£.; Judg. 1825;
2 Sam. 1 20 (his, without 1) 17 16; Isa. 28 22 36 16-18, where
the subject, Hezekiah, is named in the final clause on account
of the distance from v. 16•; Jer. 111 10 24; Ps. 28 1 59 12 (u);
Prov. 5 8-10 (his, without 1) 9 s 20 1a 22 24£. 24 11 25 sf. 26 4
30 6, 10.101

With ~: Gen. 3 a; Lev. 10 1; Num. 20 18; Deut. 7 25 22 s
In Exod. 34 12-15 the second and third clauses with ll)
a.re subordinate to the first, which has the force of a prohibition.
The third, without 1, is explanatory of the second resuming
the thought interrupted by vs. 1a f. It would, therefore be best
to render v. 15, lest if thou shouldst make a covenant with the
inhabitant of the land, &c.
(3) The verb is in the third person, and :
(a) Affirmative: Exod. 19 22; Deut. 19 5f. 20 5, 6, 1 (comp.
v. 8); Hosea 2 5. The last four are jussive in form as well as
in meaning.
(b) Negative, with ;M: Exod. 19 24 20 ts; 1 Sam. 20 a; Prov.
31 4f. where the copula is to be supplied.
With tO: Exod. 23 as; 1 Kings 11 2. 108
II. With the perfect, as the natural form of expression for
that which may have happened.
There is but one genuine example, 2 Kings 2 16, lest a strong
wind have borne him away, and the precautions taken in this
case are rather against the consequences than against the occurrence of the accident described. On 2 Sa.m. 20 6, see p. 140.
The particle ll) is sometimes repeated, with or without 1, in
the same construction. The instances in which the clauses so
introduced are coordinate have already been noted. There are
not many of them, because, unless there was a reason for the
repetition, for example, the preservation of rhythmical balance
in poetry, the Hebrew writers preferred a less precise form of
expression. This they produced by simply attaching the various
25 a.

tu In Prov. 25 a 111 is a mistake for
toa For 1=* r., with •· 111.

'!),
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other members of a compound final sentence more or lees cloeely
to the first clause. In Ps. 13 5 (4} a second clause follows the fint

without a connectin, In this instance, therefore, the second urb
iJ an imperfect; but the rule is that the connectiTe be employed,
and that the Terb following conform to the law for the suceeaaioa
of the tenses. The result is that the imperfect of the initial
fi.ual clause is followed by from one to seTen perfects c:omecutive, or, if negatives or emphatic words intervene, by imper·
fects or a mixed succeasion of perfeeta consecutiTe and simple
imperfecta. Examples of the briefer kind are found in Gen. l91t
and Deut. 20 5. The length of some of these sentences is a·
plained by the looseneM of construction which enabled the
Hebrews to 1188 their , with claues whose relations are indicated
in English by adverba or other conjunctions. Thus, & literal
translation of Deut. 8 12-14 would be: lest thou eat (unpf.),
and be satisfied (pf. cons.}, and goodly houses build (impf.),
and dwell (pf. cons.} therein, and thy herd and thy flock ntultiplg
(impf.}, and silver and gold multiply (impf.} to thee and all that
thou hast multiply (impf.), and be uplifted (pf. cons.) thy heGrl,
and thou forget (pf. cons.) Yahweh thy God; but the English
Version has : lest, when thou hast eaten ••••• then thine hearl
be lifted up and thou forget the LOBD thy God: in other
words, this rendering puts seven of the (in Hebrew} nine coOr·
dinate clauses into a distinctly circumstantial relation. See,
also, Deut. ll16f., where two of the eight clauses have the imperfect after a negative. In the single passage iu which TD takes
the perfect the second verb is naturally an imperfect consecutive.
The law for the succession o£ the tenses is almost always
observed, but there are a few exceptions. The three following
have been noted: Jer. 5146 and Ps. 212, where the second verb
is an imperfect with, conjunctive, and Prov. 315, where a third
verb, as well as the second, is in this construction. See Driver,
Tenses, § 116.

The conatructioft with ~
The most complete development of the idea of Pll!POse in
the Hebrew language is denoted by the particle
The
word is compounded of the preposition ? and the noun tpD.

'I'D'·
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which, like i1l,C, ia a derivative of i1)J, anBWer, respond. Its
original meaning, therefore, must have been response; ftotn
which the transition to purpose ia simple and easy, as appears
from Prov. 16 •, where i1l~, which elsewhere has the sense of
response, way be rendered end or purpose. The compound ~~
indicates a. bearing. The diiterence between it and the limple
preposition, when used in ita intentional sense, is jut that
which corresponds to the distinction between bearing and
direction. The former denotes a conatant, the latter a transient
purpose. Hence, while, as hal been shown, Ule purpose denoted
by 5 e~hauata itself in a. single act, that denoted by l~ ma.y
pve rise to an unlimited number of etforta. It is evideutly
impoasible to cll88ify the enmplee of the UH of the latter under
divisions with reference to the signification of the ve:rb of th6
main clause, and equally so to find in the coutruction as a
whole any intimation concerning the prospect of the fulfilment
of the purpose tet forth.
An enmple of the use of each of these constructions will
best illustrate their respective peculiarities. The brothers of
Joseph, in reply to the question, Whene~ come ye? said, Gen.
4h, From the land of Oatuwn, to buy food. This iJ a good
instance of the ue of ~ with th6 infinitive to denote the iJn...
mediate object, without empbaaia, of a given act. An emphatic
form of the same construction ia found in v. e of the same
chapter, where Joaeph, inverting the order of the clauses, aays.,
To see the nakedness of the land are ye come. The idea in
each case is that a single act is performed from a single impulse in a giTen direction. Compare with these paasages 1 Sam.
17 28. J esse had sent David to the camp to carry provisions
to his brothers and inquire after their health. The young shep·
herd, on his arrival, fell into conversation with the soldiers
concerning Goliath. Eliab, overhearing his outblll'lt of indig·
nation, that a heathen should defy the armies of the living God,
angrily replied, I know thy pride and the naughtiness of thy
heart. For the sake of seeing the battle hast thou come down.
Had the speaker wished only to deny the ostensible object of
David'a visit by substituting another, he would have employed,
a J oseph did, ~ with the infinitive. He chose rather to
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represent his brother's purpose as a characteristic one, grounded
in certain traits which he did not scruple to call by most
offensive names, a purpose that might operate at any time and
as often as an opportunity offered; and, to do this, he used

)}10?.
The familiar passage, Gen. 1218, is a second illu.atra.tion of
the force of this interesting particle. Abram, in urging Sarai
to say that she is his sister, nses the argument, that it may be
well with me, thus appealing to her affection for him, which
may well be regarded as a constant motive. In like manner,
the fifth commandment of the Decalogue, Exod. 20 12, is based
on an appeal to the universal love of life. Finally, Deut. 81'-16
reads, Yahweh, thy God, who brought thee out of the land of
Egypt, ... who led thee through that great and terrible desert,
•.. who brought thee water out of the flinty rock, who fed thee
in the desert with manna, for the sake of humbling thee, where
no fewer than four coordinate protases, representing as many
distinct divine acts, are connected by )}105 with a single apodosis denoting the purpose of each and all of them.
These examples will suffice to confirm the statement that
~; denotes a constant purpose, corresponding very nearly to
the German auf dajuu. and the English for the sake of in ita
strict sense. They indicate also that the element of constancy
common to them may take a variety of forms. The following
analysis will show whether these are really representative passages, and how extensive is the variety in their unity.
The particle ~; is employed with both the infinitive and
the finite verb. The rule is that the perfect, or its equivalent,
the imperfect consecutive, in the protasis is followed by the infinitive in the apodosis, while the imperfect, or its equivalent,
the perfect consecutive, and the imperative require the imperfect in the dependent clause. There are, to be sure, exceptions
to both of these statements, but not enough to invalidate either
IO& This combination ia found 159 times in the German Old Teatament, 92 times for !PI)~, 85 for ~. 00 for '• 4 for ,'Olr.), twice for .,, and
once for -'flat ~,-c,,, and Jll, while in 3 cases it has no Hebrew equiT·
alent.
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of them. 106 There is greater freedom, it will be found, with
reference to the subject of the infinitive after ~; than after
the simple preposition. The relative ,etM occurs twelve times
after
with the imperfect, once in each of the books,
Genesis, Leviticus, Numbers, Joshua., Samuel, and J eremia.h,
twice in Deuteronomy, and four times in Ezekiel; in five of these
occurrences, once in each of the books, Numbers and Deuteronomy, and three times in Ezekiel, with a. negative. The negative
occurs seven times without the relative.
The particle ~; is used to denote a. constant purpose:
I. With the Infinitive:
1. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a
universal purpose.
There are no examples to cite under this bead. The absence
of them, however, seems to be accidental, since, with the finite
verb, they are very numerous.
2. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a
characteristic purpose.
A good example of this kind 1 Sa.m. 17 28, has already been
quoted. No other, with the infinitive, happens to occur.
3. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a
deliberate purpose.
There is a. large number of passages illustrative of this
variety. They may be divided into two classes, according as
the purpose is manifested by a. single act or a course of
action. In some of these examples, at first sight, it seems
as if; might have been used instead of 1~?; but there are

wo'

1o1 The infinitive occul'll with prl)~: after an imperfect: Exoci. llt
(with 16); Deut. 17te; 1 Kings Sot f.; Jer. lld.; Zech. 18• (with M~);
after a perfect consecutive: Gen.181tb; Deut. 2918 (tt); Jer. 110; Ezek.
88u 89u; after an infinitive: !sa. BOt; Jer. 7ts, .. ; Esek. 2'41'7; after a
participle: Deut. 81s; Jer. 27to; Hab. 2u; after a nominal clanse: Prov.
15 ... The imperfect occul'll with this particle: after a perfect : Gen.
181ea; Exoci. 101; Deut. 296(s); Hosea 8•; Ps. 8011(11) 5ls(•) 119u;
Neh. 611f.; after an imperfect consecutive: Num. 17•f. (16aef.); Ezek.
19t (ba being an interpolation; Toy) 20Hba; after an infinitive: Deut.
ha 1710 (with •m:l~); Ps. 78s; 2Chr. 81• 82ts; after a participle: Jer.
4he; after a nominal clause: !sa. 48 10; Pa. 180 •·
10
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reasons for maintaining the contrary. In the first place, a
writer does not naturally use a longer for a shorter form of
expression; and, secondly, on closer examination it is possible
to find an appropriateness in the employment of l~~ in a giren
connection.
a. When the purpose is manifested by a single act. This
act may be done:
(1) In furtherance of an aYowed plan; in which case one may
further distinguish between the human and the divine.
(a) A human policy is illustrated by Exod. 111, where the
English Version reads, They did set over them taskmasters to
afflict them, as if the final particle were ~. It actually is
because, according to v. to, the appointment of these overseen
was part of a plan to check the increase of the Hebrews; and
this nuance should be brought out in the translation. In Deul
17 16 a policy is forbidden, and then an act in pursuance of
that policy. For other examples, see 1 Sam.151s; Ezek. 36s 101;
Joel 4 s; Amos 118.
b. A divine plan is given as the explanation of an act of
God in Gen. 50 20, where ~ introduces the immediate object of
a long premeditated act; Exod. 9ts, where a steadfast purpose
ofYahweh is contrasted with a subsidiary and temporary design
introduced by ,,!1)1!1; 10 tt., where a second l~; takes the
imperfect; Josh. 4u, where a second (subordinate) clause with
l~; reveals a plan 107 behind the one disclosed in the first; Jer.
50 84; Ezek. 21ts (to) (bis) 108, 19 (a) f. with two coordinate infinitives; 40 4, where the apodosis precedes. In the last three
the verb of the main clause is passive, but there can be no
doubt that the agent is Y ahweh. In Deut. 8 18 the motive for
the divine action is the establishment or fulfillment of a covenant, and the same is true of 9 s 2912 (18); 1 Kings 1186.
In all the passages cited under the last two heads the giYen
purpose is openly pursued. The same construction is employed
when an act is done.

pn»,

10s For :1.-uo, an Aram. InC. (BDB.), Toy r. ~Af'!, and for ll~\.
Kittel, for the whole final clause, substitutes t~n lP'/~.
101 For DJ;IM'l~ r. tu;~arl~·
Its For l'l'l'l r., with •• n'l'l.
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(2) In furtherance of a secret plan. It may be:
(a) A human scheme: Gen. 37 22, where the force of ~;
may be compared with that of?, which follows; Deut. 2918 (19),
where the fatal result of a secret resolution is represented as
deliberately produced: 2 Kings 10 19j Jer. 27 10, 15 43 s; Hab.
2 15; Zech. 13 •·
(b) A divine counsel: J osh. 11 20 (bis); 1 Kings 12 15 - 2 Chr.
1015; Ezek.14•f. 2Chr.252o.
b. When the purpose is manifested by a course of action.
The only difference between the passages that come under
this head and those that belong under a is found in the fact
that, when tl1D? introduces a purpose after a. course of action,
the constancy of that purpose is more manifest than when it
has to be inferred from a single act. It should be noted that the
same apodosis may occur, that is, the same purpose be predicated, in both cases; also, that the activity described in the
protasis may be continuous or consist of a series of acts of the
same, or different kinds.
(1) The action is continuous: Ezek. 39 12; Prov. 15 2•. A
divine plan prompts to such action in Dent. 8 2.
(2) The action is customary or habitual: Lev. 20 s; J er. 32 85;
Ezek. 22 6, 9, 12; Amos 2 7. In 1 Kings 8 59f. the actor is
Y ahweh. The likene88 of these examples to those cited under
the head of characteristic purpose is easily discernible. In most
of the passages to be cited
(3) The action is various, It springs form a. human purpose:
Gen. 18t9b; 2 Kings 2217 23 ~; Isa. 30 1; Jer. 718, where
~; follows two infinitives, one construct, the other absolute,
denoting immediate objects ; 32 29 44 8 109 ; Ezek. 22 27; Mic.
6 1s; 2 Chr. 34 25. In Jer. 7 10 the purpose seems to be a
secret one. It is Yahweh whose acts are described in Deut.
2so 62s Ss, 16 (bis); Jer.UH.; Ezek. 3816; Mic. 6•f.
4. When acts are represented as omitted in accordance with
a. constant purpose.
There is none of the particles heretofore discussed that can
be employed to denote a positive purpose for the omission of a
tot

Omit, with Kittel, ' tl::l~

1\'.,::ln l,C~.
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given act. The use of ~; in such constructions is not an
anomaly. The potential agent refrains from an act that be
might perform because it is not in harmony with a fixed principle or resolution existing in his mind before the act was nggested. In J er. 25 7 the purpose is one entertained by (potential) human agents. In J udg. 2 21 r. Y ahweh is the subject in both
clauses, but in Exod. 11 9 a man (Pharaoh), by refusing to act,
unintentionally prepares the way for the accomplishment of 1
divine purpose.

II. With the Imperfect:
1. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

universal purpose.
By a universal purpose is meant a purpose that is grounded
in human nature, one that appeals to any normal person. It ia
to such a purpose that an appeal is oftenest made when a
person urges another to any course of action. It has the force
of a sanction of the given command or request. Here belong
final clauses in which an appeal is made to:
a. The love of life. The verbs used in the final clause are:
T'M, Hi., with 0'1~; trans.: Deut. 4 40 11 9; intrans.: Exod.
20 12; Deut. 5 16 6 2b 25 15.
l'T'M: Deut. 41 5 ao 81 16 20 30 19; Jer. 357 (plus many
days); Amos 5 14.
i1:l,, with 0'1": Deut. 1121.
~; Ni.: Jer. 414.
b. The desire of well-being. The verbs employed are:
:m~: Deut. 616, 26 (comp. v. so) 6 18 12 28 22 7; Jer. 7 23
42 6.
;21, Hi.: Deut. 29 8 (9); 1 Kings 2 s f. (his).
1~. Pi. : Gen. 27 25, where the blessing is represented as
something universally desired with a view to which an act is to
be performed, and not as a consequence of that act (comp.
vs. 5 8). For other examples, see Deut. 14 29 2419.
Add, also:
an:l, of entrance into Canaan: Deut. 27 s.
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n: 1 Chr. 28s.

pm: Deut. 11 s, followed by the two preceding.
It should be noted that, in almost all the passages here cited,
a course of action is recommended, especially the observance
of the commands of God, for the sake of a universally recognized good.
2. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a
chara.eteristic purpose:
Gen. 12 18 has already been quoted in the introduction to
this chapter. In Job 40 s the purpose is an unworthy one.
Add Ps. 60 7 (s)- 108 7 (6), where the natural order is reversed.
3. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a
deliberate purpose:
a. When the purpose is manifested by a single act:
(1) In furtherance of an avowed plan:
(a) A human policy: Num. 27 20; Deut. 6 2a; Isa. 43 26;
Jer. 36 8, where t?o? takes the places of, after a clause with
~1IM; Ezek. 1212 110, where, as well as in Ps. 11911, the purpose
is a negative one; 2 Chr. 31 •· In Exod. 4 s and 8 6 the protasis is wholly or partly to be supplied.
(b) A divine plan: Gen. 18 19a; Exod. 10 2 16 82j Isa. 519
4310 45 6j Jer. 4429; Ezek. 1216 2026 111 25 10; Ps. 78 6. In
Ezek. 36 80 and Zech. 12 7 the purpose is negative.
(2) In furtherance of a secret plan. The single example
noted, Neh. 612t., has two final clauses, the second being subordinate to the first. 111
b. When the purpose is manifested by a course of action:
(1) The action is continuous: Exod. 33 28; Ps. 119 so.
(2) The action is customary or habitual: in a series of passages concerning required observances: Exod. 13 9 2312; Lev.
17 H. 23 42t.; Num. 15•o 36 s; Deut. 1428 168 20ts, where
uo For lP' r., with e, \JIC~.
Ill K.ittel, with eB, om.
112 Om. \ptl~ n;,~ and, for ann
and om. an,.,

.,,,w.

.,,w, r. \M\'111!';

or, for

,.,W, r. '"'"""
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the purpose is negative, 31 12 (bis). Add, also, Deut. 17 tt;
Josh. ls; Isa. 281sua; Amos 2 7; and the less evident examples
in Ps. 130 4 and Job 19 29.
(3) The action is various: Exod. 9 29, where Moses says, I
will spread my hands to Y ahweh, the thunder shaU cease, and
the lightning shall no longer be, in order that thou mayst knfN
that the earth is Yahweh' s. Other similar passages are: Deut
31 19; Josh. 3 s f., where the protasis is to be sought in v. 3b;
2 Sam. 13 5 (comp. v. 6); !sa. 2316 661of. (bis); Jer. 3214;
Ezek. 12 19 f. The last, like Ezek. 4 16 f., cited below, is a
case in which the real apodosis is so short that a part of the
protasis is attached to it and the sentence thus given the desired equilibrium. The whole may be rendered into English.
They shall eat their bread in affliction and drink their water
in astonishment, in order that, when their land is emptied of everything in it, on account of the violence of all that dwell therein,
when the peopled cities are destroyed and the country desol.ated,
ye may know that I am Y ahweh. Add, Hosea 9 4, with its description of persistent godlessness; Hab. 2 2; Ps. 48 14 {ta)
51 6 (4); Prov. 2 20, whose protasis is the gist of the preceding
verses, especially 12 and 16, 19 20; Neh. 6 13 b; 2 Chr. 32 18,
where })n); follows two infinitives with ;. In Num. 17 .r.
(16 39f.), and Ezek. 19 9 the purpose is negative.
In the foregoing examples the agent is human, but he
sometimes acts under divine instruction; the following are expressions of God's purpose in acting or appeals to motives by
which he is supposed to be governed. The familiar apodosis
with 1!10; occurs: Exod. 8 11 f. ; 1 Kings 8 43; Isa. 41 19 r. 45 2 f.
Other examples of the same class are: Exod. 164; 1 Kings 840;
Jer. 10 1s 5ls9; Ezek. 416f. 6 6f., another example of the introduction of the final particle into the midst of the proper protasis; m ll19f. 16 53 m 62f. 20 26 b a 241of.; Amos 911 f.; Oba.d.
9; Ps. 914 (13)f., the only instance of a voluntative immediately
after })n);, 30 12 (u)f. 68 23 (22)f.; 2 Chr. 6 aof., ss. In the
tu For ,\nat

\~Ill:>\ r. \~ll#::>\ ,,nat.
Three of the six verbs in the Masaoretic text are wanting in the
Greek Version.
I u For 1-n'::lll# n•::111#\ r., with
•n::~lh, and, with some JIBS U '11'\::IW.
1"

••!·
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following passages the purpose is negative: Ezek. 14 101. 26 20
31 18f.
4. When acts are represented as omitted in accordance with
a constant purpose:
a. The purpose is positive: Exod. 11 7 111 ; Deut. 5 a 12 25
13 18 (17) 17 20 23 21 (20) 29 5 (6); Isa. 44 e; Ezr. 9 12.
b. The purpose is negative: Ps. 125 s. In J osh. l7 3 4; Am.os
5 14 the particle immediately follows a negative clause; but in
these cases the negative clause is parenthetical and negligible.
Thus far in the study of lJO? account has been taken only
of the form ot' construction in the immediate connection. In
many cases this is sufficient, since the apodosis contains but a
single verb or only one that denotes purpose. There are, however, some in which other verbs are added to the first, generally
in coordination with it, but sometimes in a subordinate final relation. These will repay examination.
1. When 1310? takes the infinitive:
a. A coordinate clause has:
(1) An infinitive:
(a) With 1~?: Deut. 816, after,; Josh. 1120.
(b) With ?t: Lev. 20 s.
(9) A perfect consecutive: Jer. 2110 (bis) 117 15.
(3) An imperfect separated from the connective: Num. 6 16,
a doubtful passage.
b. A subordinate clause has:
(1) An infinitive:
{a) With 1310;: Josh. 4 24.
(b) With ?: Gen. 37 22 50 20; Deut. 6 23 8 16. In Jer. 43 s
there are two additional clauses subordinate to the first, in
Deut. 8 2 a third dependent on the second.
2. When l~; takes the imperfect:
a. A coordinate clause has :
11, r., with Sam. e,
Omitted by ••

uo For
117

,.
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(1) An imperfect with Jyz:!;,: Deut. 4 40 5 16 6 2 8 11 31 12;
1 Kings 2 3f.
(2) An imperfect with which tJC? is understood: Ps. 9 14
(13) f. 51 6 (4) 68 23 (22), where the copula, also, is to be supplied.
{3) A verb that conforms to the law for the succession of
the tenses:
(a) One or more perfects consecutive: Gen. 12 13 18 19a;
Exod. 10 2; Lev. 17 6 {bis); Num. 15 40 {bis); Deut. 41 (bia)
5 so {bis) 6 18 (bis) 8 1 (bis) 11 8 {bis) 13 18 {17) {bis) 16 20 22 1
31 12 (bis); 2 Sam. 13 s; Isa. 28 13 (quater) 66 11 a, b; Jer. 36 s
51 39 {bis); Ezek. 4 16 f. {bis) 12 16 16 63 f.; Ezr. 9 2 {bis). Here
belongs, also, Ezek. 6 6 f., where an imperfect seems to have been
interpolated. Comp. the Greek Version.
(b) One or more imperfecta separated from their connectives:
Num. 17 H. 36 8; Ezek. 14 10 f. 26 20 3118 f. {bis); Ps. 30 12
{11) f.; Prov. 2 20, in all of which, except the last, the disturbing
word is the negative tO.
(c) A mixed construction of perfects consecutive and imper·
fects separated from their connectives: Ezek. 11 19 f. {imp£.,
2 pfs., impf.) 12 19 f. {2 impfs., pf.), 16 62 f. {pf., impf.).
The examples thus far cited may be called regular. There
are a few cases of irregularity, due to the neglect of the law
for the succession of the tenses.
{4) An imperfect, with or without, conjunctive in a series of
perfects consecutive: Ezek. 6 6 f. 118 24 10 f. {without ,) m; Neh.
6 12 f. {see p. 149).
{6) The imperfect, with or without , conjunctive, for the perfect consecutive throughout a series: Exod. 23 12 120 ; Isa. 41 iO
{ter) 43 10 {bis); Amos 6 14, with a jussive. In Ps. 78 6-8
(sexiens) the connective is wanting with the first additional
imperfect. Comp. the Greek Version.
b. A subordinate clause has TYt~?: Ezek. 20 26, where, however, the whole is probably an interpolation. 121
sss Kittel, with tJ, om. the aeoond verb.

e has a connective.
Sam. has a reading without the aeoond verb.
us It ia found in e.a., but not in e•.

111

12o
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Ill. With a. Noun or a. Pronoun.
The explanation of the particle l~; given at the beginning
of the chapter applies as well to its use with nouns and suffixes
as with verbs, whether imperfecta or infinitives. There are, in
fact, many instances in which the former construction is evidently
an abbreviation of the latter. The rendering for the sake of
may, therefore, be retained, especially with the names of persons
and attributes. The same divisions may also be made as have
twice already served in this analysis.
1. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a
universal purpose.
A perfect example of this usage is found in Deut. 30 6 in
the expression, for the sake of thy life. For the corresponding
verbal form, see Dent. 4 1.
2. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a.
characteristic purpose.
A good example is Gen. 18 24, where Abraham, interceding
for Sodom, says Wilt thou not ..... spare the place for the
sake of the fifty righteous that are in it? adding, Shall not the
Judge of all the earth do right? Comp. v. 26, where the particle
is .,::1)1::1. In this passage the appeal is made to God's righteousness. So, also, in Isa. 42 21; but in Ps. 6 5 (4) 44 2J (26) it is
made to his grace.
3. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a.
deliberate purpose.
The distinction between the simple and the complex protasis,
which was emphasized under II. and Ill., will here be neglected, for the sake of bringing into prominence the use of l~;
with certain nouns and suffixes; but that between human and
divine agency will be observed.
.
a. The agent is human: Jer. 719 (comp. Isa. 449); Ezek.
21 ss (28), where the text is doubtful.u1 Further: 1 Kings 8 41
- 2 Chr. 6 s2; Isa. 49 7 55 5; Ps. 122 s, 9, in both of which the
final phrase precedes. Finally, see Isa. 66 5, where for my
name's sake is equivalent to for the sake of dishonoring my
name.
m For p~ ll1tl~ ~':l11~ Toy suggests P"l:P ~tit' ll1tl~. Kittel P"~ l)1tl~ ~1111~.
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b. The agent is divine in a much larger number and variety
of examples. See, :first, Judg. 3 2, where the final sense of
~~~ is evidenced by the infinitive with ; that follows. w
The most common expression of this kind, giving the purpose of a divine act, is for my own sake, which occurs for the
:first time 2 Kings 19 84 and which is equivalent to the equally
frequent verbal apodosis, that ..... may know, &c., Exod. 8 1s,
and similar expressions. See, further, 2 Kings 20 s -= Isa. 37 ~;
Isa. 43 2s 48 11 (his), where the final phrase precedes; Dan. 9tt,
is an appeal to God.
The sense is the same when the form of expression is for MJ
name's sake: Isa. 48 9; Ezek. 20 9, a, 22, 44; Ps. 23 8 106 s; or,
in petitions, for thy name's sake·: J er. 14 7; Ps. 25 u 31 • (3),
where the final phrase precedes; 79 9 109 21 143 n, also with
the reverse arrangement. In Dan. 917 9' has this reading, but
the Massoretic text has for the Lord's sake. In Ezek. 36 22,
where this positive purpose has ;, the negative with which it is
contrasted has J~?. See, also, v. 82.
Among the verbal expressions cited in the proper connection
were, that he may establish his covenant, and the like, especialJy
frequent in Deuteronomy and the succeeding historical boob.
There are corresponding nominal expressions. Thus, 2 Kings
13 28 has i"or the sake of his covenant with .Abraham, &c., and
2 Chr. 21 7 for the sake of the covenant which he made tcitA
David. The first of these covenants is more briefly indicated:
Isa. 43 a 45 4 63 11 65 8. The second is referred to in the
same way: 1 Kings 11 82, 84 15 • (comp. 11 86) 19 84 20 sIsa. 37 85. Twice, 1 Kings 11 1s, 82, the city chosen by Y ahweh
for his abode is coupled with David as a beneficiary under the
same covenant.
The Hebrews thought of Y ahweh as pledged, not only to help
them, but to defeat and punish their enemies. It is this hostile
intention with reference to the gentiles to which appeal is
made: Ps. 5 e (8) 27 11 69 19 (18). In Ps. 8 8 (2) they are his
enemies.
m Om., with ••

np-1

after l,C".
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Here belongs, also, Job 18 4, where, although no agent is
named, Y ahweh, without doubt, is intended.
4. When acts are represented as omitted in accordance with
a constant purpose:
1 Kings 1112, 1s; 2 Kings 819; Isa. 621 (his, with the reverse
order); Jer. 1421; Ps. 25 7111 ; 2 Chr. 217.

The passages in which we? is used with nouns or suffixes
have now almost all been passed in review and found to agree
in supporting the interpretation given to it in verbal clauses.
There remain to be examined four-really but three-in which
the particle seems to have a different meaning. The first in
order is Deut. 3 26, for which, when compared with Deut. 1 S7
(with~?~l:1),421 (with~:l, ?~),and Ps.106s2 (with~-n!1~!1),
on account of seems to be the required rendering. The question
arises, whether 1~; properly has this value, or, in this instance,
is incorrectly so employed. The former supposition would imply
that the Hebrews did not always clearly distinguish between
cause and purpose, the latter that they did not always correctly
express themselves in their own language. Tbe foregoing discussion must have shown that they did make this distinction, and
that they consistently used a particle to denote the latter of the
two relations. The safest explanation of the passage cited, therefore, is that it is incorrect, that, instead of l~C?, one of the
words found in the other references to the same incident should
have been chosen: an explanation that is favored by Bertholet's
suggestion that ~lYC; is an interpolation.
The case of 1 Kings 11 s9, where 1~; takes the place of the
"11M W' of v. ss, is still clearer; for this whole verse, with
the last clause of the one preceding, is wanting in the Greek
Version.
It is not impossible that the phrase, on account of thy judgments, also, in Ps. 48 12 (11), is a gloss, as it is in 97 s. In any
case, it is of late origin, and, therefore, like the other two examples of the use of 1~0? in a causal sense, may be treated as
a mark of linguistic deterioration.
m Om., with Duhm, line 2.
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The construction with -,Q~

The particle ~V:l is a compound of the preposition :1 and
the noun ,ar,, from the root ~V- The meaning of the Terb
is undisputed, but that of the noun is a matter on which authorities disagree. In J osh. 5 11 it evidently has the force of fruit,
produce; and there are those who insist that, therefore, the
compound with :1 should be rendered, literally, as fruit, in C6n·
sequence. So Fftrat. Gesenius, in the Thesaurus, renders the
particle in transitu, for which the Handworterbuch has in Veranlassung. Ewald 126, who claims that the verb means "tlbergehen, sowohl in die Ho he als in die Linge", makes the noun
equivalent to vorUber and the particle to in wegen, that is,
wegen.
The key to the proper understanding of ,,:1V:1 as a final
particle seems to be found in. 2 Sam. 12 21 , where there is not
the slightest trace of purpose. This passage can only be rendered, While the child lived thou didst fast and weep. The idea
here expressed is that of concomitance, the acts described being
represented as performed during the existence of a certain
condition of things. In this case the concoinitance it unnatural.
Hence the protest of David's servants, which, of course, impliea
that there are acts and states naturally, or at least properly,
associated. There is no reason why a purpose may not haTe a
concomitant as well as any other form of thought or expression;
and there is nothing in ~V:l to prevent it from introducing
this by-purpose. In fact it is, by its derivation, fitted for pre·
cisely that office, and it cannot properly be employed to denote
the sole or prime purpose of a given act. The main purpose
is sometimes expressed and sometimes implied in the context.
The idiom by which the particle should be rendered depends
on the presence of the main purpose.
In Gen. 27 10 ,:1V:1 is supplemented by ,tiN, and in 2 Chr.
19 s by ?. In Exod. 20 20; 2 Sa.m. 14 20 17 14 the preposition
is prefixed to it.
Tbe passages in which ,:1V:1 has final force are here ginn
ua Leh,.b., 789.
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in three groups, according to the form of expression by which
it is followed. It is employed to denote a. by-purpose:
I. With the Infinitive.
The first example of this construction excellently illustrates,
not only the peculiar force of ,:SJt:S, but the distinction between
it and TJtO?, which occurs in the same connection. The passage
is Exod.916, which, literally translated, would read, In passage
of this have I maintained thee, in passage of shou'ing thee my
might, and for response to publishing my name in the
whole earth; which, being interpreted, means, By way of this
have I maintained thee, that I show thee my power, while publishing my name in the whole earth. Thus it appears that God's
dealings with the king were only incidental to the pursuit of his
eternal purpose to reveal himself in his glory to the world. In
2 Sa.m. 10 s ,:SJt:S is similarly associated with ?. David had
sent certain envoys to condole with Hanun, king of the Ammonites, on the occasion of the death of his father. The Ammonite
princes, suspecting mischief, said to their royal master literally:
Doth David honor thy father in thy eyes in that he hath sent
to thee condolers ?126 Is it not by way of exploring the city, and
to spy it out and to overthrow it that David hath sent his servants to thee? These courtiers, be it observed, do not, like
Joseph in Gen. 42 9, deny the ostensible object of the embassy;
they simply suggest that condolence was not its only object.
Their meaning would be more evident if the latter part of the
Terse were rendered, Is it not meanwhile to explore the city . ...•
that he hath sent, &c. Thus rendered ,:Slt:S becomes virtually
an adverbial modifier of the final clause to which it belongs, as
if the first verb of that clause, as well as the second and third,
had ? prefixed to it. It is not strange, therefore, to find that,
in 1 Chr. 19 s, a.ll three actually have this preposition.
In the three instances in which ; is prefixed to the particle
the verb following is naturally in the infinitive. In neither of
them is the main object clearly presented, but it can be supplied
from the context. Thus, in Exod. 20 20, where Moses says,
Fear not, for to in passage test you, is God come, he means
m The participle for the infinitive. See v. s; also p. 123.
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that God came incidentally, and in the manner described, to
test and awe his people, the prime object of the theophauy
being, of course, the publication of the Decalogue. In 2 Sa.m.
14 20 the prime object is the ostensibe one, but Joab secretly
sought to in passage change the aspect of the matter7 that is,
incidentally the woman, while telling her story, or during the
discussion that would doubtless follow, was to introduce the
case of Absalom. In 2 Sam. 17 14 there are really two objecta,
for, although Hushai seemed to oppose Ahithophel in the m·
terest of Absalom, the real aim, meanwhile, of Y ahweh, under
whose instructions he was acting, was to bring evil upon the
reckless prince.
There remain two more passages in which ~)1:3 is followed
by the infinitive. The first, 2 Sam. 18 18, is puzzling, but not
inexplicable. One has only to remember that Absalom died
young to perceive why he used this form of expression. He
could not, at his time of life and in his circumstances, have despaired of ever having a male child, if he lived. There was always, however, the possibility that his life might be cut short, BB
indeed it was. It was therefore probably this contingency for
which he wished to provide when he reared his pillar "in the
king's dale", and his remark with reference to it should be translated, I ha.ve as yet (.,'1::1)1:3) no son to recall my name. It is not
so easy to dispose of 1 Sam. 1 e. In fact, it seems to defy
explanation. The English rendering, for to make her fret, is
questionable, the verb CJ1'1 not having the meaning thus given
to it in Hebrew. If it is here used in its Aramaic signification,
Budde is doubtless justified in treating the whole verse as an
interpolation, and it may well be that the author of it used
.,,:3)1:3 without regard to its peculiar force. 127
IT. With the Imperfect.
The fact, just established, that ,'1::1)1:1 with the infinitive
denotes a by-purpose, gives ground for expecting that, when
127 K.lostermann sees in l'!l))l,:t a corruption of l'!l)fn m, and in the
latter of these two words a gloss to explain the former. But 6, on which
this conjecture is based, is so free and careless at this point that one
cannot safely follow it.
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used with the imperfect, it sometimes, at least, has the same
meaning. There are several passages in which this expectation
is realized. The fust is Gen. 21so, where Abraha.m's reply to
a question concerning some lambs that he had put aside as a
second present for Abimelech may be rendered, These seven
ewe-lambs thou shalt take from me, that, at the same time, it 118
may be a witness for me, that I have digged this (a new) well.
In 27 4 this particle is used in conjunction with the , of intended
result, where Isaac says, Bring it to me, that, while I eat, my
soul may bless thee. A similar expression is found in vs. 1o,
19, and s1. Compare v. 25, with wo?, which, if, as seems to be
the case, it is an intentional variation, presents the blessing,
not as an incidental expression of sensual gratification, but as
an inheritance that any worthy son might covet. The meaning
of 46 84 cannot be fully brought out by translating the final
clause, that ye may dwell in the land of Goshen. J oseph intended that his brothers, while answering the king with seeming
simplicity, should play on the Egyptian repugnance for shepherds and herdsmen, and thus get the beat pasturage in the
country without directly asking for it. For the sequel, see 47 4.
If Exod. 9 14 stood by itself, it would require lJ10;, like 8 6 (lo),
which it closely resembles; but, anticipating, as it does, v. 1h,
it takes the same construction. On 19 9, see 20 20. It is doubtful whether, in Ps. 105 45, ,!l)1!l has a final force. In the first
place, the idea that God's people obtained possession 12t of (the
fruit of) the toil of the gentiles, that they might keep his
statutes, is a reversal of the common Hebrew conception; and,
secondly, the verse is wanting in both the Greek and the Syriac
Version. When these facts are considered it becomes more than
probable that the case is one in which a. punctilious scribe,
remembering that his people had lost their inheritance, reminded himself and his readers why they had thus auiiered by adding,
while they kept his statutes and observed his laws.

ill. With a. Noun or a Pronoun.
The analogy of ll10; suggests that ,,!l)1!l, also, may be used
with nouns or pronouns to denote purpose. There are, in fact,
128 •••

they.

nu For Fl"" r., with 13 MBS., .,,,
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a number of cases of this kind. The most convincing is that
of Exod. 916, where the phrase M ,:3P:3, being immediately
followed by the explanatory clause, that I might shew thee my
power, must, of course, be given final significance. Another
good example is found in 2 Sam. 7 21, which, according to Budde,
should read, For the sake of thy servant hast thou wrought, to
make known to thy servant aU this greatness. In both of these
passages the fundamental idea of the particle, used as a preposition, is that of concomitance or association. It is more
apparent in Gen. 317, where along with fits the connection almost as well as for the sake of; but, since the cursing of the
ground must be regarded as a means to an end, the latter is a
justifiable rendering. See, also, Gen. 8 21 12 13, 16 18 26; 1. Sam.
2310. In Gen. 18 26 -n:1P:3 takes the place of the ~;of v. u,
because the emphasis is shifted from the righteous in Sodom w
the whole place. In vs. 29, 31, and 32 it takes the place of if I
find in vs. 28 and 80 after a negative statement. In these
passages it might be rendered while there are, or, in v. 29, for
example, the construction might be treated as an elliptical one
for I will not destroy it, if I find there forty and five, but spare
it for their sakes. Here, again, it is the incidental deliverance
that is prominent; hence the choice of ,:3P:3. Comp. v. 21.
The use of the same particle in 1 Sam. 12 22 is perhaps w be
explained in the same way, but it is more probable that, in this
instance, it has usurped the place of l»>;.
There are a few other passages in which ,:3»:3 is employed,
although in similar connections l~; is the more common construction. See Gen. 26 24; 2 Sam. 5 12 -= 1 Chr. 14 2; 2 Sam.
9 1, 1; Ps. 132 10. Comp. 1 Kings 11 82.
The force of ,:3,:3 in Am. 2 6 and 8 6 is a matter on which
expositors differ. Thus, Harper, although he translates it, as
be does the :3 in the parallel clause, by for, makes it the equi·
valent of on account of. Ma.rti, on the other hand, regards the
pair of shoes, or their value, not as a cause of litigation, but,
like the silver just mentioned, as an object of judicial cupidity;
and this interpretation, being the simpler and more natural, is
to be preferred. 130
uo On 2 Sam. 1216, see Kittel.
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The passages thus far cited have shown that ,::1)1~, with
nouns and pronouns as well as verbs, may, and often does, have
a final significance. But there is no reason why concomitance
may not imply cause as well as purpose. Hence it is not strange
that there should be some examples in which ~)1::1 not only
may, but must, be rendered in this way. There is an excellent
example in 2 Chr. 28 19, where the narrator says that Y ahweh
brought Judah low on account of Ahaz. For others, the 2 Sam.
6 12 13 2; Mic. 2 xo; Ps. 106 s2; Job 20 2. 181
tat Read, with Bickell, nau ,,:2p:2. On Exod. 13 e and Jer. 14 •, see
Kittel i. l.
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